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The classical solution of the Riemann]Hilbert problem attaches to a given
representation of the fundamental group a regular singular linear differential
equation. We present a method to compute this differential equation in the case of
a representation with finite image. The approach uses Galois coverings of P1 _
 40, 1, ‘ , differential Galois theory, and a formula for the character of the Galois
action of the space of holomorphic differentials. Examples are produced for the
finite primitive unimodular groups of degree two and three. Q 2000 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION
Ž .Let a finite group G and a representation r : G “ GL n, Q be given.
The aim of this paper is to construct a linear differential equation L
Ž .either in matrix form or in scalar form over the differential field
dŽ .k [ Q z , with derivation , such that the differential Galois group actingdz
upon the solution space of L is isomorphic to the given representation r.
Suppose that a Galois extension K > k with Galois group G is given. In
the first section, we will construct from these data the required differen-
tial equation. The method is in fact a simple application of Tannakian
categories.
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Ž .The problem of constructing Galois extensions of k s Q z with a
Ž .prescribed Galois group and maybe additional ramification data is well
known to be a difficult one. It seems that no efficient general algorithm is
known, although a theoretical algorithm can be given. In the second
section, we start from the other side and suppose that a differential
equation with a finite differential Galois group is given. Then we will give
Ž .a construction algorithm which produces the Picard]Vessiot field. In this
way, certain Galois extensions of k are produced.
The first two sections of this paper can be summarized as follows. Let a
finite group G and a faithful irreducible G-module V over k be given.
There is a constructive bijection between the Galois extensions with group
Ž . Ž .G if properly counted and the isomorphy classes of differential modules
over k with solution space isomorphic to the G-module V.
We give now an outline of the theory and the algorithms, presented in
more detail in the later sections, for the construction of differential
equations for special finite groups. Let the finite group G and an irre-
ducible faithful representation V over Q be given. Since it is rather
Ž .difficult to construct algebraically the Galois extensions of k with group
G, we will use complex analytic tools for the existence of suitable Galois
Ž .extensions of k. In order to compare the Galois extensions of k and C z ,
we fix a ramification locus for the extensions. For the actual computations,
we will only consider Galois extensions of k which are at most ramified
above the points 0, 1, ‘. To every Galois extension K > k, with group G
and at most ramified above the points 0, 1, ‘, one associates the extension
Ž .K [ K m C > C z , which is again Galois with group G and at mostC Q
ramified above the points 0, 1, ‘. According to a theorem of Grothendieck,
this yields a bijection between the two sets of Galois extensions.
Ž .For the study of the Galois extensions of C z , unramified outside 0, 1,
 4‘, one considers the fundamental group p of C _ 0, 1 . The Galois1
extensions, that we want to know, correspond to surjective homomor-
Ž .phisms h: p “ G counted with some care . Since p is generated by1 1
three elements a , a , a with the only relation a a a s 1, one finds that0 1 ‘ 0 1 ‘
Ž .h is given by an admissible triple g , g , g for G, i.e., g , g , g generate0 1 ‘ 0 1 ‘
G and g g g s 1. We note that our choice of the branch locus imposes0 1 ‘
Žthat the finite group G is generated by two elements. Each equivalence
.class of an admissible triple determines a Galois extension K > k. In
Žgeneral, it seems impossible to calculate K explicitly! Compare, however,
w x.with 13 . Instead of trying to compute K, we collect all the analytic
information from K , or better from the algebraic curve C correspondingC
to K and its complexification C as Riemann surface.C
ŽIn the sequel, we prefer to work with scalar differential equations or
.operators L instead of matrix differential equations or differential mod-
ules. The reason is that L is determined by fewer coefficients than a
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Žmatrix differential equation. The field K determined by a given admissi-
.ble triple is the Picard]Vessiot extension of a scalar differential equation
L, that we want to compute. The solution space W of L in K is a linear
subspace of K over Q on which G acts as the fixed representation V. Any
Ž .choice of a G-invariant linear subspace W ; K over Q , such that W and
V are isomorphic as G-modules, determines a unique monic operator
w xL g k › which has the required properties.
It is natural to choose W ; K in the ring of functions which are regular
outside the ramification points. That still leaves us with many possibilities
for W. The basic idea for narrowing down the choice for W, already
w xpresent in 11 , is to consider a subspace W ; K such that W dz is a
0Ž .subspace of the vector space H C, V of the holomorphic differentials on
0Ž .C. In order to find the possible W ’s, one has to know H C, V as
G-module. We will derive an explicit formula for the character D of this
G-module in terms of the admissible triple. Using this formula, one
0Ž .observes that in many cases, H C, V contains a G-submodule isomor-
phic to the given V. In other cases, one has to admit differential forms with
a few well-specified poles.
Let W ; K with the required properties for W dz be chosen. Local
calculations at the points 0, 1, ‘ determine the exponents, modulo inte-
gers, at those three points. The embedding of W dz in the space of
Ž .holomorphic differentials or differentials with prescribed poles produces
lower bounds for the exponents at 0, 1, ‘. We make the assumption that L
has no apparent singularities. In other words, we assume that L is a scalar
Fuchsian differential operator with only 0, 1, ‘ as singular points. The
Fuchs relation for exponents yields upper bounds for them. Other upper
bounds on the exponents can be derived from the Weierstrass gap formula.
We conclude that for a fixed admissible triple, we have a finite number of
possibilities for the exponents.
Suppose that the exponents for L are chosen. If L has degree two, then
L is determined by its exponents. One could test whether L has the
w xcorrect differential Galois group with known methods 20]22 . However, in
0Ž .all cases that we consider, it turns out that H C, V contains the given
Ž .irreducible faithful representation precisely once. Thus the subspace
W ; K and the corresponding scalar differential equation L of order two
are uniquely determined by our approach. Moreover, the lower bounds for
the exponents of L add up to 1, which means that we have no choice for
the exponents of L and that L cannot have apparent singularities. In
other words, the theory proves that L has the correct differential Galois
group.
If L has degree three, then there is one degree of freedom left in L,
called the accessory parameter. Suppose that some exponent difference at
one of the points 0, 1, ‘ happens to be an integer. The condition that there
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is no logarithmic term in the local solutions at that point determines a
polynomial equation for the accessory parameter and thus determines L.
In other cases, one has to work with the accessory parameter as a variable
and use that a suitable symmetric power of L has a rational solution. This
produces a polynomial equation for the accessory parameter and L is
determined. Finally, the L that we found can be tested to have the correct
w xdifferential Galois group with the known algorithms 20]22 . Again in
many cases, this verification is superfluous, since the theory proves that L
with the prescribed exponents exists and is unique.
The methods developed in this paper are not limited to differential
equations of order three. However, for a Fuchsian scalar equation L of
order n, with 0, 1, ‘ as singular points and prescribed exponents, there are
n2r2 y 3nr2 q 1 accessory parameters to be computed.
We note that a given admissible triple does correspond with a unique
differential module of the required type. This module is Fuchsian, i.e.,
without apparent singularities, because we have supposed that the G-mod-
ule V is irreducible. In some cases, no suitable scalar differential equation
Ž .L is found within the range of exponents that we consider here . We
conclude that either our range of search for the exponents is not large
enough or that the assumption that L has no apparent singularities is not
w xvalid. We refer to 4 for details on this matter.
The calculations have been carried out for certain finite subgroups of
Ž . Ž . Ž .SL 2 and SL 3 . The subgroups of SL 2 that we consider are the three
primitive groups with notations ASLŽ2., SSLŽ2., ASLŽ2.. Our results are4 4 5
complete and the relation with the well-known list of Schwarz for hyperge-
ometric differential equations is given.
Ž .For the eight finite primitive subgroups of SL 3 , our computational
results can be seen as an analogue of this Schwarz list. Our results are in
principle complete. However, since the list is too long, we present here
Ž .interesting examples for each of the eight primitive subgroups of SL 3 .
Heckman has observed that some of the order three equations that we
have computed can also be found by transforming a hypergeometric
equation of type F having a finite primitive monodromy group. In the3 2
w xpaper 10a a complete list of all those hypergeometric equations is given.
The paper is organized as follows. In the first section, we show how to
Ž .w xget from a Galois extension given by a polynomial in C z y to a linear
differential equation with a fixed representation. In the second section, we
show, in our special situation, how to compute the Picard]Vessiot exten-
Ž .sion for a differential equation with a given finite differential Galois
group. The approach will also be used later, once the exponents are found,
to compute the accessory parameter using an invariant. In Section 3,
1  4Galois coverings of P _ 0, 1, ‘ are considered. In Section 4, the formula
for the character of the Galois action on the space of holomorphic
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differentials is derived from the holomorphic Lefschetz formula. A modern
proof of the latter is given in the Appendix. In Section 5, we show how to
Žlimit the possibilities for the exponents and construct an equation eventu-
.ally with accessory parameter from them. In Section 6, we consider the
computation of the accessory parameter. Finally, in Sections 7 and 8, the
results for second- and third-order equations are given.
We thank Michael Singer and Bas Edixhoven for helpful discussions on
the subject. Thanks are also due to Jacques-Arthur Weil for giving us
access to a preliminary version of his programs. Mark van Hoeij is warmly
thanked for his help in calculating the second example of Section 1. We
also thank the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute where this work
was finished and the CNRS GDR Medicis on whose machines most
computations were done.
1. FROM GALOIS EXTENSIONS TO
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
We will need some terminology. A differential field F is a field equipped
Ž .with a derivation, written as f ‹ f 9, satisfying the rules f q g 9 s f 9 q g 9
Ž .  4and fg 9 s f 9g q fg 9. The field of constants of F is the set f g F N f 9 s 0 .
w xThe ring of differential operators o¤er F is the skew polynomial ring F › ,
with its structure given by the formula › f s f› q f 9. A differential module
w xM over F is a left module over F › , which is finite dimensional as vector
Ž .space over F. Equivalently, a differential module M s M, › over F is a
finite-dimensional vector space over F, equipped with an additive map
Ž .› : M “ M satisfying › fm s f 9m q f› m for all m g M, f g F. Choose
a basis e , . . . , e of M over F and let A denote the matrix of › with1 m
respect to this basis. Then the module M corresponds with the matrix
differential equation y9 q Ay s 0. An element c g M is called a cyclic
¤ector if c, › c, . . . , › my 1c forms a basis of M over F. The minimal monic
m my1 w xdifferential operator L s › q a › q ??? qa › q a g F › is amy 1 1 0
Ž .scalar differential equation or operator associated to M. The differential
module M is called tri¤ial if there is a basis e , . . . , e over F such that all1 m
› e s 0. One considers the category Diff of all differential modules overi F
F. A morphism f : M “ M between differential modules is a linear map1 2
satisfying f (› s › ( f. In the category Diff one can make all ‘‘construc-F
tions of linear algebra,’’ i.e., kernels, images, submodules, tensor products,
symmetric powers, et cetera. As an example, the tensor product M m M1 2
is defined as the tensor product of the two linear spaces over F equipped
Ž . Ž .with the map › given by the formula › m m m s › m m m q m m1 2 1 2 1
Ž .› m . The category Diff is known to be a neutral Tannakian category, if2 F
the field of constants C of F is an algebraically closed field of characteris-
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tic 0. This means that Diff is isomorphic to the category Repr of theF H
finite-dimensional representations of a certain affine group scheme H
w xover C. We refer for this to 7, 8 .
Ž .The differential field which concerns us here is k [ Q z with deriva-
dftion f ‹ f 9 [ . Its field of constants is Q. For any finite extensiondz
K > k, there is a unique extension to K of the derivation of k. Let a
Galois extension K > k with Galois group G be given. We consider a
category Diff , which is the full subcategory of Diff whose objects areK r k k
the differential modules M over k such that the differential module
K m M over K is trivial. We note that › on K m M is given by the formula
Ž . Ž .› a m m s a9 m m q a m › m for all a g K and m g M. The full sub-
category Diff of Diff is closed under all ‘‘constructions of linearK r k k
algebra.’’ This implies that Diff is also a neutral Tannakian categoryK r k
and is isomorphic to a category of finite-dimensional representations over
Q of a certain group scheme. In this case, the group scheme is just the
finite group G and Repr is the category of the finite-dimensional repre-G
sentation of G over Q. For the convenience of the reader and for the sake
of the explicit constructions of differential equations, we will give an
explicit proof.
THEOREM 1.1. The tensor category Diff is equi¤alent to the categoryK r k
Repr .G
Proof. We define first a functor a : Diff “ Repr . For an objectK r k G
M g Diff , we consider K m M. By assumption, K m M is trivial. ThisK r k
Ž .implies that the Q-vector space V [ ker › , K m M has the property that
the canonical map K m V “ K m M is an isomorphism. The action of GQ
Ž .on K induces an action of G on K m M given by the formula g f m m s
Ž .g f m m. This action commutes with › on K m M. Thus, V is invariant
under G and we find a G-action on V. In other words, V is a G-module
Ž .and belongs to Repr . One defines a M s V. It is clear how to define aG
for morphisms and it is easy to verify the following assertions:
1. The functor a commutes with tensor products.
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..2. The Q-linear map Hom M , M “ Hom a M , a M is an1 2 1 2
isomorphism.
For the proof of the equivalence, we will also need a functor b : ReprG
“ Diff . From the construction of b that we will give, it is easilyK r k
deduced that a ( b and b ( a are canonical isomorphic to the identity on
the categories Repr and Diff .G K r k
Let V g Repr of dimension m be given. The K-vector space N [ KG
Ž . Ž . Ž .m V is given a G-action by g f m ¤ s g f m g ¤ and a derivation › byQ
Ž .the formula › f m ¤ s f 9 m ¤ . The action of G commutes with › . Write
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M [ N G, i.e., the set of the G-invariant elements of N. Then M is clearly
a finite-dimensional vector space over k. Since › commutes with the
Ž .G-action on N, we have that › M ; M. Thus, M is a differential module
over k. We claim that there exists a basis e , . . . , e of N over K1 m
consisting of G-invariant elements. This follows from general theorems
Ž 1Ž Ž .. w x.e.g., H G, GL m, K is trivial, 16 , but we will give here a constructive
proof. Take a normal basis a , . . . , a of K over k, i.e., an element a g K1 n
 Ž . 4  4such that g a N g g G s a , . . . , a is a basis. Then R [ Qa [ ??? [1 n 1
Qa is the regular representation of G over Q. To show that the setn
GŽ .R m V of the G-invariants of R m V is a vector space over Q of
dimension m, we note that the dimension of this space is the trace of the
1projector w s Ý g on R m V. If we denote x and x the charac-< < g g G R VG
ters of the two representations R and V of G, then the character of
1 Ž . Ž .R m V is x x . Thus, the trace of w is Ý x g x g< <R V g g G R VG
1 Ž . ² :s Ý x g x g and corresponds to the scalar product x , xŽ .< < g g G R V R VG
of the two characters. Since every irreducible representation of G, in
particular V, is present in R as often as the dimension of this representa-
Ž .G ² :tion, we get that the dimension of R m V is x , x s m. LetR V
Ž .Ge , . . . , e be a basis of R m V ; then it is easily seen that e , . . . , e is1 m 1 m
also a basis of N over K consisting of G-invariant elements. The elements
e , . . . , e can be calculated as the generators of the kernel of the operator1 m
1yid q Ý g on R m V. The formula for › on N produces then a< < g g GG
matrix differential equation with the required properties. After choosing a
cyclic element, one also finds a scalar differential equation over k with the
required properties.
Remarks. 1. The above theorem is valid in the general situation of a
Picard]Vessiot extension Krk of differential fields, with algebraically
closed field of constants C. The group G is now the differential Galois
group, which is a linear algebraic group over C. Further, Repr is theG
category of the algebraic representations of G on finite-dimensional vector
spaces over C. With the same definition of Diff , one has an equiva-K r k
lence of the tensor categories Diff and Repr .K r k G
2. Concerning the proof of Theorem 1.1, one does not need to
construct a normal basis of K over k. In fact, the operator yid
1q Ý g acts as a k-linear operator on N [ K m V. With linear< < g g GG
algebra over k, one can also calculate a basis for its kernel. We note
further that it suffices to make the calculations for the irreducible repre-
sentations of G.
4 Ž . ŽEXAMPLES. 1. Consider the polynomial P [ T y 4T y 3 r 1 q
2 . Ž . Ž .3 z over Q z . Its splitting field K > Q z has Galois group A . Consider4
 4 4the three-dimensional vector space V s Ý l e N Ý l s 0 . An elementis1 i i i
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Ž .s g A acts on V by s Ýl e s Ýl e . Let a , i s 1, 2, 3, 4, denote the4 i i i s Ž i. i
roots of P in K. The element f [ Ý4 a m e g K m V is clearly invari-is1 i i
ant under A . Moreover, › j f s Ýa Ž j. m e for j s 0, 1, 2, 3. These ele-4 i i
Ž .ments are linearly dependent over the field Q z . The resulting equation
Ž 3 2 . Ž Ž ..› q a › q a › q a f s 0 with all a g Q z is the order-three dif-2 1 0 i
Ž . Ž .ferential equation over Q z associated to the Galois extension K > Q z
and the representation V of A . The equation is4
18 z 115 q 729 z 2 27z
L y s y- q y0 q y9 q y.Ž . 2 2 22 21 q 3 z 12 1 q 3 z 4 1 q 3 zŽ . Ž .
Ž .2. A is the Galois group of KrQ z , where K is the splitting field5
5 Ž .Ž 2 . 2of the polynomial P [ T y 5T y 4 5z y 1 rz . The group A has two5
irreducible representations of degree 3. They are permuted by the auto-
' ' 'Ž .morphism of Q 5 rQ, which sends 5 to y 5 . We chose here a
‘‘contravariant’’ method to obtain the differential equation L for the given
data. This means that we produce a three-dimensional subspace V ; K,
where A acts as the given representation, and compute then the corre-5
Ž .sponding differential operator L over Q z of order three with solution
space V. Let f , . . . , f denote the five roots of P in K and let W ; K be1 5
the four-dimensional vector space over Q generated by the f . The thirdi
symmetric power of W contains a unique subspace V of dimension three
and with the required A -action. A basis e , e , e for V in terms of5 1 2 3
homogeneous polynomials of order three in the f is easily found. Thei
derivatives of the e are obtained from the equation P in an obvious way.i
3 2 Ž .This determines the operator L s › q A › q A › q A satisfying L e2 1 0 i
s 0 for i s 1, 2, 3. The coefficients A , A , A are found as rational0 1 2
Ž .expressions in the f . However, the A are in Q z with known denomina-i i
tors and bounds on the degrees of the numerators. An evaluation at the
Ž .point z s 0 i.e., using Puiseux series in z determines the A . One findsi
the equation
4 2 '6 3 5000 z y 1525z y 8 5 z q 225
L y s y- q y0 q y9Ž . 22 2z 100 z 5z y 1Ž .
3 2' '3 20 5 z y 1075z q 12 5 z y 25
q y.33 2100 z 5z y 1Ž .
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2. FROM DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS TO
GALOIS EXTENSIONS
Ž .Let a scalar differential operator L over k [ Q z be given with a
Ž . w xknown finite differential Galois group G. According to 6 , there is an
algorithm for the Picard]Vessiot field K of L, since G is in particular also
a reductive group. For a finite group G acting upon a solution space V, the
method is essentially the following. One calculates a basis of the algebra
Gw x w xQ V of G-invariant elements in the symmetric algebra Q V . At a
suitable point, say z s 0, one makes an explicit calculation for the solution
˜ Ž . ŽŽ .. Žspace V inside a finite extension of the differential field Q z . The as
G˜. w x Ž .yet unknown map V “ V induces a map of Q V to the subfield Q z .
This, with additional data on denominators and numerators of the images
w x ŽŽ ..of the G-invariant elements, is going to determine the map k V “ Q z .
The image of this map is the Picard]Vessiot field of the equation.
However, in our situation where L is constructed from analytic data, the
Žalgorithm for the Picard]Vessiot field can be simplified. Recall that g ,0
. Ž .g , g is an admissible triple for G if g , g , g generate G and1 ‘ 0 1 ‘
g g g s 1. We will sketch an efficient method for an order-three Fuch-0 1 ‘
Ž .sian equation L, determined by an admissible triple g , g , g for G and0 1 ‘
Ž . Ž .a faithful irreducible representation G ; GL V of dimension 3 over Q .
In Sections 3, 4, and 5, the Galois coverings of P1, at most ramified above
0, 1, ‘, and corresponding differential equations will be given in more
detail.
We assume that at least one of the three elements g , g , g has three0 1 ‘
Ž .distinct eigenvalues this will be the case for all our examples . For
notational convenience, we suppose that g has three distinct eigenvalues0
w x Ž w x.and corresponding eigenvectors ¤ , ¤ , ¤ g V. Let k V and Q V1 2 3
Ž .denote the symmetric algebra of V over k and over Q . Let e be the0
Ž .order of g . It can be seen that g is conjugated to the local monodromy0 0
Ž . Ž .for L at 0 see Proposition 5.1 and thus the solution space V of L y s 00
1r e0ŽŽ ..in Q z has dimension 3. Let l - l - l denote the three expo-1 2 3
liŽ 2nents at 0 and let S , S , S g V be defined by S s z 1 q ) z q ) z1 2 3 0 i
.q ??? . Then S , S , S are three eigenvectors for the action of g on V .1 2 3 0 0
The Picard]Vessiot field K of L will be identified with the subfield of
1r e0ŽŽ .. Ž .Q z generated over Q z by S , S , S . The G-equivariant isomor-1 2 3
phism c : V “ V is determined up to a constant, since the representation0
is irreducible. The map c is also equivariant for the actions of g on V0
Ž . Ž .and V . Thus for a suitable numbering , one has that c ¤ s c S for0 i i i
certain elements c , c , c g Q*. If one wants to fix c , one can normalize1 2 3
the c , c , c by imposing c s 1. For the actual calculation of the c , c , c ,1 2 3 3 1 2 3
we have to weaken the assumption that c is G-equivariant as follows. The
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map c is supposed to satisfy:
Ž .a c ¤ s c S for i s 1, 2, 3 and c g Q*.i i i i
Ž . Ž .b Let c satisfy condition a . Then c extends in a unique way to a
1r e0w x ŽŽ ..k-algebra homomorphism k V “ Q z , which we will also call c .
G 1r e0w x Ž . ŽŽ ..Then we require that c maps Q V to the subfield Q z of Q z .
Ž .Let the G-equivariant map be given by the triple d , d , 1 . Then one can1 2
Ž . Ž Ž 2p il1.n Ž 2p il2 .neasily verify that any c , c , c of the form dd e , dd e ,1 2 3 1 2
Ž 2p il3.n. Ž .d e , with d / 0 and n s 0, . . . , e y 1, satisfies condition b . In0
Ž .general, we expect that those are all the possibilities for c , c , c . In any1 2 3
Ž .case, the condition that G is an irreducible subgroup of GL V will imply
Ž .that modulo scalars, the set of solutions for c , c , c is finite.1 2 3
Ž . Ž . ŽSuppose that c , c , c satisfying a and b above are known and1 2 3
.chosen . Then there are various ways to produce the field K. One way
would be to calculate the kernel m of the surjective homomorphism
1r e0w x ŽŽ ..c : k V “ K ; Q z . For a basis of ‘‘invariants’’ F, i.e., elements of
Gw x Ž .Q V generating this algebra, one calculates the image c F as rational
w x Ž .functions lying in k. The ideal I ; k V generated by the F y c F has
w xfinite codimension in k V and is contained in m. With Grobner theory,¨
one can produce the maximal ideals containing I and choose the correct
maximal ideal above I. Another way of presenting K would be to give an
equation for an element, generating K over k. For this purpose, one takes
Ž .a ¤ g V which has a G-orbit of length aG. The image c ¤ generates K
Ž .over k. The equation of c ¤ over k can be found by calculating the
 Ž . 4elementary symmetric functions of c g¤ N g g G , which are known as
1r e0ŽŽ ..elements of Q z , as elements of k. Finally, one can take an element
¤ g V such that its stabilizer H is maximal among the subgroups of G
which do not contain a proper normal subgroup. As above, one can again
Ž .calculate the minimal equation of c ¤ over k. The field K is the splitting
field of this polynomial equation.
Ž .Now we give an algorithm for finding the c , c , c which satisfy a and1 2 3
Ž .b above. Consider a homogeneous element F of degree d in the ring of
G aw xinvariants Q V . Write F s Ý f ¤ , where we have used multi-index< a <sd a
Ž . < < a a1 a2 a3notation: a s a , a , a , a s Ý a , and ¤ s ¤ ¤ ¤ . The coeffi-1 2 3 i 1 2 3
cients f are in Q. Since F is invariant under g , one finds that f / 0a 0 a
Ž .implies that Ý a l g Z. The condition that c F g k will be made morei i
Ž .explicit by calculating the possible orders of c F at the points 0, 1, ‘. For
Ž . a a Žthe point 0, this goes as follows. The image c F s Ý c f S again witha a
. amulti-index notation is a sum of terms S with Ý a l g Z and Ý a s d.i i i
Ž Ž ..Thus, ord c F is greater or equal to the minimum of the numbers0
Ý a l , with the restrictions Ý a l g Z, all a g Z and Ý a s d. Thei i i i i G 0 i
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..lower bounds for ord c F and ord c F are similar. We note that1 ‘
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Ž .c F can only have poles at 0, 1, ‘. Write n , n , n for the lower bounds0 1 ‘
yn 0Ž .yn 1 Ž .thus obtained. Then H [ z z y 1 c F has order G 0 at 0 and 1
and its order at ‘ is G n y n y n . If M [ yn q n q n is - 0,‘ 0 1 ‘ 0 1
Ž .then c F s 0. For M G 0, one has that H is a polynomial of degree
w xww xxF M. The expression H is known as element of Q c , c , c z . The1 2 3
vanishing of the coefficients of z n for n ) M produces an infinite set of
homogeneous equations on the c , all of degree d.i
We are left with the problem of determining how many equations are
needed. More precisely, we want to determine an integer N such that for
nany c , c , c g Q*, the vanishing of the coefficients of z for n s M q1 2 3
1, . . . , N implies the vanishing of all coefficients. Consider values for
c , c ,c and a polynomial P in z of degree F M, such that the order of1 2 3
ww xxf [ H y P, as element of Q z , is ) N. The element f g K is seen as
< <rational function on the curve C corresponding to K. There are G re0
points on C above 0. For one of them, we have that the order of f is
Ž .) e N. For the others, we have that the order is G e yn q d min E .0 0 0 0
Here E , for a s 0, 1, ‘, denotes the set of the exponents at the points 0,a
< <1, ‘. For the G re points of C above 1, there is one point such that the1
order of f is G 0. For the other points, one has that the order of f is
Ž .G e yn q d min E . Finally, for one point above ‘, one has that the1 1 1
Ž . < <order is G e n q n q n . For the other G re y 1 points, one has that‘ 0 1 ‘ ‘
Ž .the order of f is G e n q n q d min E . The rational function f has‘ 0 1 ‘
no other poles. If N is chosen such that the total sum of the orders is
positive, then N has the required property. A calculation yields the
following estimate:
Ne G ye n y e n y e n q d e min E q e min E q e min EŽ .0 0 0 1 1 2 2 0 0 1 1 ‘ ‘
< <y d G min E q min E q min E .Ž .0 1 ‘
Since d min E F n for a s 0, 1, ‘, one could also work with the weakera a
inequality
< <d G
N G ymin E y min E y min E .Ž .0 1 ‘e0
Some Variations. 1. Suppose that L is given and that we only know
that the differential Galois group H is a subgroup of G. Then the above
algorithm works equally well. One can determine values for c , c , c . A1 2 3
² :priori, g ; H ; G. If one wants to exclude the possibility H / G, then0
w xone has to compute an H-invariant element F g Q V which is not
Ž .G-invariant and show that c F f k. It suffices to do this for conjugacy
² :classes of maximal subgroups H with the property H / G and g ; H.0
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2. Suppose that L contains an unknown accessory parameter m and
Ž .let the finite group G ; GL V be given. The above algorithm still works
in the sense that the S , S , S have now coefficients involving m. We will1 2 3
Ž 2Ž .2 .see in Section 5.1 that L has the form L q mr z z y 1 , where L0 0
liŽdoes not depend on m. From this, it is easily deduced that S s z 1 qi
n.Ý a z , where the a are polynomials in m of degree n. Then) 0 i, n i, n
assumption that the differential Galois group of L is contained in the
given finite group G produces a set of polynomial equations involving
c , c , m. Those equations will determine values for c , c , c and m.1 2 1 2 3
3. GALOIS COVERINGS OF P*
1  4Put P* s P _ 0, 1, ‘ as variety over Q. We want to construct Galois
1  4coverings C “ P , which are only ramified above 0, 1, ‘ and have Galois
group G. We start by working over the field of complex numbers C. An
embedding Q ; C is fixed.
The fundamental group p of PU with base point, say, 1r2 is generated1 C
by three elements a , a , a and has the only relation a a a s 1. The0 1 ‘ 0 1 ‘
a , a are represented by circles through 1r2 around 0 and 1 with suitable0 1
orientations. The third element a is represented by a suitable loop‘
through 1r2 around ‘. Complex conjugation acts as the automorphism on
p , which sends a , a , a to ay1, ay1, a a . On the universal covering1 0 1 ‘ 0 1 1 0
U “ PU , the fundamental group p acts as the group of automorphisms.C 1
A Galois covering D “ P1 with group G and unramified above PUC C
corresponds to a surjective homomorphism h: p “ G. The map h is1
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž .given by a triple h a , h a , h a s g , g , g of elements in G such0 1 ‘ 0 1 ‘
that G is generated by g , g , g and g g g s 1. We will call such a triple0 1 ‘ 0 1 ‘
an admissible triple. We note that we have to restrict ourselves in the
sequel to finite groups G generated by two elements.
Ž . Ž . 1Two triples g , g , g , g , g , g yield isomorphic coverings of P if˜ ˜ ˜0 1 ‘ 0 1 ‘ C
Ž .and only if the kernels of the corresponding surjective homomorphisms
˜ Ž .h, h: p “ G are the same. We will call two admissible triples g , g , g ,1 0 1 ‘
Ž .g , g , g equivalent if there is an automorphism A of the group G such˜ ˜ ˜0 1 ‘
Ž . Ž .that Ag , Ag , Ag s g , g , g . From the above, it follows that the set˜ ˜ ˜0 1 ‘ 0 1 ‘
Ž . 1of the isomorphism classes of Galois coverings of P with group G andC
 4unramified outside 0, 1, ‘ is in a 1]1 correspondence with the set of
equivalence classes of the admissible triples for G.
1 Ž  4.Every covering C “ P with group G and unramified outside 0, 1, ‘C C
has a unique model C over Q. The Galois group of Q acts in a natural way
on the finite etale coverings of P* and thus on the set of the equivalence´
w xclasses of admissible triples. Let e , e , e denote the set of equivalence0 1 ‘
Ž .classes of admissible triples g , g , g for G such that the order of g is0 1 ‘ p
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w xe for p s 0, 1, ‘. We will call the set e , e , e a branch type. The setp 0 1 ‘
w xe , e , e , is invariant under the action of the Galois group of Q. The0 1 ‘
Galois action is, however, ‘‘unknown.’’ The only nontrivial element t of
this Galois group for which we know the action is the automorphism
induced by the complex conjugation and the given embedding of Q in C.
Ž .The action of t on admissible triples is given by g , g , g ‹0 1 ‘
Ž y1 y1 .g , g , g g .0 1 1 0
We note that the fundamental problem for the ‘‘construction’’ of Galois
coverings of P1, like the ones above, is that the analytic construction does
not lead to a determination of the algebraic curve C “ P1. Nevertheless,
we will try to calculate as much as possible about C, corresponding to an
Ž .admissible triple g , g , g , as we can.0 1 ‘
1 ŽLEMMA 3.1. Let C “ P be the Galois co¤ering corresponding to the
. Ž .equi¤alence class of the admissible triple g , g , g for the group G.0 1 ‘
Ž .  41 The ramification indices e , e , e of the points 0, 1, ‘ are the0 1 ‘
orders of the elements g , g , g .0 1 ‘
Ž . Ž .2 The genus g C of the cur¤e C is gi¤en by the formula
1 1 1 1
< <g C s 1 q G 1 y y y .Ž . ž /2 e e e0 1 ‘
We will omit the obvious proof.
3.1. Some Examples of Co¤erings of P*
The points 0, 1, ‘ on P1 can be permuted by an automorphism of P1. We
may restrict ourselves, therefore, to admissible triples with e F e F e .0 1 ‘
Moreover, in the case of two or three equal values among the e , e , e ,0 1 ‘
w xsome permutations of the points 0, 1, ‘ act on the branch type e , e , e0 1 ‘
and we will only write down the equivalence classes of admissible triples
up to those permutations. We consider in this section some special cases.
The data for the branch types of the three finite primitive subgroups of
Ž . Ž . ŽSL 2 and the eight finite primitive subgroups of SL 3 will be given in
.some detail in Sections 7 and 8.
3.1.1. The n-Cyclic Co¤erings of P1, Unramified abo¤e P*
n aŽ .bThey are well known to be given by the affine equation y s z z y 1 ,
Ž .with 0 F a, b and g.c.d. a, b, n s 1. Those coverings are of minor interest
6 3Ž . 4 2Ž .here. We note that the equations y s z z y 1 , y s z z y 1 , and
3 Ž . w x w x w xy s z z y 1 have branch type 2, 3, 6 , 2, 4, 4 , and 3, 3, 3 , and the genus
of the corresponding curve is 1.
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3.1.2. The Galois Co¤erings of C “ P1, Unramified abo¤e P* and with
Ž .Genus g C s 0
Ž .The condition g C s 0 is equivalent to 1re q 1re q 1re ) 1. The0 1 ‘
possibilities for the e , e , e are0 1 ‘
Ž .1. 2, 2, n with n G 2. The group G is the dihedral group D ; PSL 2 .n
Ž .2. 2, 3, 3 and G is A ; PSL 2 .4
Ž .3. 2, 3, 4 and G is S ; PSL 2 .4
Ž .4. 2, 3, 5 and G is A ; PSL 2 .5
w xFor each case, the set of equivalence classes e , e , e consists of one0 1 ‘
Ž w x. Ž .element compare 1 . The inverse image in SL 2 of each of those groups
will be denoted by DSLŽ2., ASLŽ2., SSLŽ2., ASLŽ2.. The differential equations,n 4 4 5
to be computed, for irreducible representations of D , A , S , A aren 4 4 5
easily deduced from differential equations for the groups DSLŽ2., ASLŽ2.,n 4
SSLŽ2., ASLŽ2.. We will give one example.4 5
Consider a three-dimensional irreducible representation V of A and5
the corresponding order-three differential operator L. There exists a
1 Ž .covering C “ P in fact, more than one according to the list of Section 7 ,
unramified outside 0, 1, ‘ and with group ASLŽ2., such that CrZ has genus5
0. Here Z denotes the center of ASLŽ2.. For ASLŽ2., one considers an5 5
irreducible representation W of dimension two, such that V ( sym2 W. Let
M denote the order-two differential equation corresponding to the cover-
ing C “ P1 and the representation W. Then the order-three scalar differ-
ential equation sym2 M must be equivalent to L above. This is a conse-
quence of the Tannakian approach, i.e., Theorem 1.1.
3.1.3. The Galois Co¤erings C “ P1, Unramified outside 0, 1, ‘ and with
Ž .Genus g C s 1
Ž .The condition g C s 1 is equivalent to 1re q 1re q 1re s 1. The0 1 ‘
w x w x w xpossibilities for the branch type are 2, 3, 6 , 2, 4, 4 , and 3, 3, 3 . Choose a
point e on C as the neutral element for the group structure on C. The
Ž .automorphism group Aut C has C as normal subgroup. The quotient
Ž . Ž .Aut C rC can be identified with Aut C, e , the group of the automor-
phisms of C which fix e. The latter group has order 6, 4, or 2. The finite
Ž .group G ; Aut C that we are looking for must have the property that
C “ CrG ( P1 is ramified above three points. A small calculation shows
Ž .that the image of G in Aut C, e can only have order 6, 4, or 3. Further,
F [ G l C must be a normal subgroup of G. In other words, C “ CrG
( P1 factors as C “ C9 s CrF “ P1. The first map is unramified and C9
is again an elliptic curve. The second map C9 “ P1 is cyclic of order 6, 4,
6 3Ž . 4 2Ž .or 3 and is given by the above equations y s z z y 1 , y s z z y 1 ,
3 Ž .or y s z z y 1 .
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4. GALOIS ACTION ON DIFFERENTIAL FORMS
4.1. Riemann]Hurwitz]Zeuthen with Group Action
Ž .We consider the general situation: p : X “ Y a ramified Galois cover-
ing between two curves with Galois group G over an algebraically closed
field F of characteristic 0. The usual Riemann]Hurwitz]Zeuthen formula
0Ž .gives the dimension of H X, V , the space of the holomorphic differen-X
0Ž .tial forms on X, in terms of the dimension of H Y, V and theY
Ž w x.ramification data see 10 . The action of G on X is supposed to be a
0Ž .right action. The induced left action of G on H X, V makes this spaceX
into a G-module. The structure of this G-module is what we want to know.
0Ž .Let D denote the character of H X, V ; then we want to obtain aX
formula for D in terms of the ramification data. For the formulation of
the first easy result, we have to introduce some notations.
Let H denote a finite group. For any character x of H, we denote by
x* the dual character, i.e., the character of the dual representation. The
trivial character and the regular character of H are denoted by tri¤ andH
r . For two finite groups H ; G and a character x of H, we write IndG xH H
for the induction of the character x of H to a character of G. The scalar
² : ² :product for functions on the group H is denoted by , or , .H
Let Y denote the set of the ramified points of Y. For every y g Y ,r am r am
we choose a point x g X above y and define H as the decompositiony
group of x, i.e., the stabilizer of x in the group G. The conjugacy class of
the cyclic group H does not depend on the choice of x. Finally, the genusy
of Y is denoted by g .Y
PROPOSITION 4.1. The sum D q D* is equal to
2 ? tri¤ q 2 g y 2 q aY ? r y IndG tri¤ .Ž . ÝG Y r am G H Hy y
ygYram
Ž .Proof. We will work in the abelian group K G s Zx q Zx q ??? q0 1 2
Zx , where x , . . . , x are all irreducible characters of G. A finite-dimen-h 1 h
sional left G-module V over F will be identified with its character in
Ž .K G .0
The exact sequence of sheaves
0 “ p *V “ V “ V “ 0Y r k X r k X r Y
Ž .induces the equality in K G0
H 0 V y H 1 V s H 0 p *V y H 1 p *V q H 0 V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .X r k X r k Y r k Y r k X r Y
Ž .The sheaf V can be identified with O D , where D is a canonicalY r k Y
divisor on Y of degree 2 g y 2. Thus p *V can be identified withY Y r k
Ž .O p *D .X
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For g s 0, one has an exact sequenceY
0 “ O p *D “ O “ Q “ 0,Ž .X X
for g s 1, one has D s 0, and for g ) 1, there is an exact sequenceY Y
0 “ O “ O p *D “ Q “ 0.Ž .X X
0Ž .The sheaf Q is a skyscraper sheaf and H Q is a multiple of r . TheG
Serre duality for the cohomology groups of sheaves on X is G-equivariant.
For a G-module W, we will denote the dual module by W *. It follows
0Ž . 1Ž .that H p *V y H p *V is equal toY r k Y r k
yH 0 V * q H 1 V * q 2 g y 2 ? r .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .X r k X r k Y G
Consider now a ramified point x g X above a ramified point y g Y with
² :ramification index e s e , inertia group H s h , and local parameter ty y x
Ž .such that h t s z t, with z a primitive eth root of unity. Then Vx X r Y , x
has basis dt, t dt, . . . , t ey2 dt with the obvious h action. Thus, V asx X r Y , x
an H -module is equal to r y tri¤ . Moreover, Ý V asy H H z, p Ž z .sy X r Y , zy y
G-module is IndG V . We conclude that Ý V s r yH X r Y , x z, p Ž z .sy X r Y , z Gy
IndG tri¤ . Combining the above information, one finds the formula of theH Hy y
proposition.
We note that the proposition does not give a formula for D itself.
Sometimes the more complicated ‘‘classical’’ formula for D is needed.
This will be given here. For any y g Y , we have chosen a point x abover am
Ž .y. Let t be a local parameter at x. For any h g H the stabilizer of x ,x y
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž 2 . Žone defines a constant l h g F* by h* t s l h t q O t in they x y x x
. Ž .local ring of x . The map h ‹ l h g F* is a character of H . The ordery y
Žof H is denoted by e and is equal to the ramification index of y i.e., they y
.ramification index of any point above y .
0Ž .THEOREM 4.2. The character D of H X, V is equal toX
e y1y1
G ydtri¤ q g y 1 ? r q d ? Ind l .Ž . Ý ÝG Y G H yye yygY ds1ram
w x d ydThe literature 5, 12, 14 gives this formula with l instead of l . Thisy y
difference is due to our choice of the right action of G on X. It is an
exercise to show that this theorem implies the previous proposition. In the
Appendix, we will give a modern proof of Theorem 4.2, based on notes by
Bas Edixhoven.
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4.2. Application to Co¤erings of P*
We want to specialize the proposition and the theorem for the case of a
Galois covering f : C “ P1, with group G, unramified outside 0, 1, ‘ and
Ž .given by an admissible triple g , g , g . It is clear from the analytic0 1 ‘
situation that for a suitable choice of points in C above 0, 1, ‘, one has
² :  4H s g for j g 0, 1, ‘ . This information suffices for the calculation ofj j
D q D*, according to the proposition. In order to apply the theorem, we
 4have to compute the characters l for j g 0, 1, ‘ . This is done in the nextj
lemma.
 4 Ž . 2p i r e jLEMMA 4.3. For j g 0, 1, ‘ , the character l is gi¤en by l g s e .j j j
Ž . ŽProof. The admissible triple g , g , g is given and from this a topo-0 1 ‘
. U Ulogical or complex analytic covering f : C “ P is uniquely determined.C C
The action of the fundamental group of PU on CU s C _ the ramificationC C C
Ž .points is determined up to conjugation . It can be described as follows. Fix
y1Ž . y1Ž .an element c g f 1r2 . For every element c g f 1r2 , there is a0
unique element g g G with c g s c. Take a closed path l through 1r2.0
w x U Ž .Then l lifts uniquely to a path l*: 0, 1 “ C with l* 0 s c . The endC 0
Ž . y1Ž .point l* 1 lies again in f 1r2 and can be written as c g with g g G.0
This defines the homomorphism of the fundamental group to G corre-
sponding to the admissible triple.
y1Ž < < 4.The preimage f z g C N z - 1 is known to be the disjoint union
< <V , . . . , V with m s G re . Each V is isomorphic to an open disc and the1 m 0 j
 < < 4restriction of f to V “ z g C N z - 1 has, for a suitable identificationj
 < < 4 e0of V with z g C N z - 1 , the form z ‹ z . Suppose that c g V . Thej 0 1
action of g is obtained by lifting the loop a around 0. It is clear that0 0
Ž .g c g V . Thus, the ‘‘center’’ of V is a fixed point for g . Moreover, the0 0 1 1 0
action of g on V has, in terms of the suitable coordinate of V , the form0 1 1
2p i r e0 Ž . 2p i r e0z ‹ e z. This shows that l g s e . The formulas for l and0 0 1
l are verified in a similar way.‘
1 ŽCOROLLARY 4.4. Let the Galois co¤ering f : C “ P with Galois group
. Ž .G and unramified outside 0, 1, ‘ be gi¤en by the admissible triple g , g , g .0 1 ‘
Then:
Ž . G1 D q D* s 2 ? tri¤ q r y Ý Ind tri¤ .G G js0, 1, ‘ ² g : ² g :j j
Ž .2 Let l be the character of the abo¤e lemma, thenj
e y1j i
G yiD s tri¤ y r q Ind l .Ý ÝG G ² g : jjejjs0, 1, ‘ is1
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4.3. Differential Forms with Poles
We continue with the notations of Section 4.2. Let a faithful irreducible
representation r of G over Q with character x be given and suppose that
0Ž .this representation is not present in the G-module H C, V . Then our
aim is to consider differential forms with poles in such a way that r is
present in the new situation.
 4 Ž .Choose j g 0, 1, ‘ and define the divisor D as Ý p. Let V Df Ž p.s j
denote the sheaf of the differential forms on C having poles of order at
y1Ž .most 1 at the points of f j . The exact sequence
0 “ V “ V D “ Q “ 0,Ž .
Ž .where Q is the skyscraper sheaf given by its stalks: Q s Q for f p s jp
and Q s 0 for other points p. This leads to an exact sequence ofp
G-modules
0 “ H 0 V “ H 0 V D “ Q “ H 1 V “ 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý p
y1Ž .The space ÝQ can be identified as G-module with the functions h: f jp
y1Ž . ² :“ Q. We note that G acts on the right on f j . The group g is thej
y1Ž . y1Ž .stabilizer of some point f j . Then f j can be identified with the
² :coset g _ G. It follows that the G-module ÝQ is isomorphic to thej p
² :induction of the trivial representation of g to G.j
Using that the sum of the residues of a differential form is 0 and that
1 0 0Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .H V s Q, one finds that V [ H V D rH V consists of the ele-
ments of ÝQ with total sum 0. In other words, ÝQ s V [ tri¤ .p p
Let x be the character corresponding to the representation r. Let Dq
0Ž Ž ..denote the character of the space H C, V D . Then
Dqs D q IndG tri¤ y tri¤ ,Ž .² g : ² g : Gj j
e y1j1
q n² : ² < < :x N D s x tri¤ s x g ,Ž .Ý² g : ² g : jj j ej ns0
Ž .and is equal to the multiplicity of 1 as eigenvalue of r g . Thus, it is easilyj
0Ž Ž ..verified whether r occurs now in the representation H C, V D .
COROLLARY 4.5. Let x denote the character of an irreducible faithful
representation of G. The character of the dual representation is denoted by x*.
0Ž . Ž .If neither x nor x* is present in the G-module H C, V , then x and x* is
0Ž Ž y1Ž ...  4present in the G-module H C, V f j for some j g 0, 1, ‘ .
² : ² : Ž .Proof. We note that x , D* s x*, D . From part 1 of Corollary
² : Ž . ² G :4.4, one concludes that x q x*, D s x e y Ý x , Ind tri¤ .js0, 1, ‘ ² g : ² g :j j
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² : ² : ²The assumption that x , D s x *, D s 0 implies that x ,
G :Ind tri¤ / 0 for some j. The last expression is the multiplicity of 1² g : ² g :j j
Ž . Ž .as eigenvalue for r g . The matrix r* g has the same multiplicity forj j
the eigenvalue 1.
Ž .EXAMPLES 4.6. 1. Let an irreducible, finite primitive G ; SL 2 be
given and let the given embedding have character x . We note that x s x*.
Thus
² : ² :x , D s 1 y 1r2 x N , tri¤ .Ý ² g :² g : ² g : jj j
js0, 1, ‘
² :Further, x N , tri¤ is the multiplicity of 1 as eigenvalue for² g :² g : ² g : jj j
Ž .g g G ; SL 2 . Since g / 1 and the determinant of g is 1, we concludej j j
² : ² :that x N , tri¤ s 0 in all cases. We conclude that x N D s 1² g :² g : ² g : jj j0Ž .and that H C, V contains the representation x once.
Ž .2. Similarly, for an irreducible finite G ; GL 3 , one has
² : ² : ² :x , D q x* N D s 3 y x N , tri¤ .Ý ² g :² g : ² g : jj j
js0, 1, ‘
² :Again, x N , tri¤ is the multiplicity of 1 as eigenvalue for g g G² g :² g : ² g : jjj j
Ž .; SL 3 . Since g / 1 and the determinant of g is 1, we conclude thatj j
² :x N , tri¤ is 0 or 1.² g :² g : ² g : jj j
 4 ² : ² :If the value 1 occurs for every j g 0, 1, ‘ , then x N D s x*, D s
0Ž Ž y1 ..  40. Then x is contained precisely once in H V p j for any j g 0, 1, ‘ .C
 4If the value 1 occurs for at most two values of j g 0, 1, ‘ , then one of the
² : ² :two x N D , x*, D is strictly positive.
We note that x* is also the complex conjugated of the character x .
Thus x / x* is equivalent to x is not real. Suppose that x is not real and
² : Ž .that x , D s 0. The embedding G ; SL 3, C with character x gives by
complex conjugation an embedding with the character x*. From this one
finds an automorphism A of G which interchanges x and x*. After
changing the admissible triple in question by the automorphism A, one
² :finds an admissible triple with x , D / 0.
5. THE EXPONENTS
5.1. Generalities on Scalar Fuchsian Equations
Consider the scalar Fuchsian equation
L y [ y Žn. q a y Žny1. q ??? qa y Ž1. q a y s 0,Ž . 1 ny1 n
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with singular points p , . . . , p g C and possibly ‘. We suppose that for1 s
each singular point p, the set E of exponents consists of n elements. Thep
nth exterior power of this equation reads f 9 s ya f. Let y , . . . , y be a1 1 n
basis of solutions of the original equation; then the Wronskian w is a
nonzero solution of f 9 s ya f. It is easily seen that the order m of w at1 i
Ž . Ž Ž .p is the y n y 1 nr2 q ÝE i.e., y n y 1 nr2 plus the sum of thei p i
. Ž .exponents of L at p . The order m for w at ‘ is n y 1 nr2 q ÝE .i ‘ ‘
Further, ya dz has simple poles and the residues are m at p and m at1 i i ‘
‘. The sum of the residues ya dz is zero. This implies the well-known1
Fuchs relation
s y 1 n y 1 nŽ . Ž .
E q E s .ÝÝ Ýp ‘i 2i
Suppose further that the differential Galois group of the equation lies in
Ž . Ž .SL n . Then w9 s ya w has a nontrivial solution in C z . The residues of1
 4a dz are integers and thus for all p g p , . . . , p , ‘ , one has ÝE is ani 1 k p
integer.
We specialize now to the situation of a Fuchsian scalar equation L of
 4order two with singular points 0, 1, ‘ . The form of L is
a a b b b0 1 0 1 2Ž2. Ž1.y q q y q q q y s 0,2 2ž / ž /z z y 1 z z y 1z Ž .z y 1Ž .
and one has
t t y 1 q a t q b s t y a ,Ž . Ž .Ł0 0
agE0
t t y 1 q a t q b s t y a ,Ž . Ž .Ł1 1
agE1
t t q 1 y a q a t q b q b q b s t y a .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł0 1 0 1 2
agE‘
The three polynomials in t are the indicial equations at 0, 1, ‘. One
observes that L is determined by E , E , E . Further, Ý ÝE s 1.0 1 ‘ js0, 1, ‘ j
Ž .The differential Galois group is a subgroup of SL 2 if and only if ÝE isj
an integer for j s 0, 1, ‘.
ŽFor a third-order Fuchsian differential equation with singular points
.0, 1, ‘ , we will use the normalized form
a a b b b0 1 0 1 23 2L s › q q › q q q ›2 2ž / ž /z z y 1 z z y 1z Ž .z y 1Ž .
c c c z y 1r2 mŽ .0 1 2q q q q .3 3 2 22 2z z y 1 z z y 1 z z y 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
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The indicial equations at 0, 1, ‘ are
t t y 1 t y 2 q a t t y 1 q b t q c s t y a ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł0 0 0
agE0
t t y 1 t y 2 q a t t y 1 q b t q c s t y a ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł1 1 1
agE1
t t q 1 t q 2 y a q a t t q 1 q b q b q b t y c q c q cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 0 1 2 0 1 2
s t y a .Ž .Ł
agE‘
Thus, a , a , b , b , b , c , c , c are determined from the exponent sets0 1 0 1 2 0 1 2
E , E , E . We will call m the accessory parameter. Thus, L is determined0 1 ‘
by the exponents and the value of the accessory parameter. The dual L* of
L has the data ya , ya , b q 2 a , b q 2 a , b , yc y 2 a y 2b ,0 1 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 0
yc y 2 a y 2b , yc y 2b , ym. The indicial equations for L* at 0, 1,1 1 1 2 2
‘ are obtained from the indicial equations for L by the substitutions
t ‹ yt q 2, yt q 2, yt y 2.
The substitution z ‹ 1 y z applied to L, with exponent sets E , E , E0 1 ‘
and accessory parameter m, produces a Fuchsian equation M with expo-
nent sets E , E , E and accessory parameter ym.1 0 ‘
5.2. Restrictions on the Exponents
Ž . Ž .The following data are given: a finite group G g GL n ; g , g , g an0 1 ‘
admissible triple for G which determines a covering C “ P1, unramified
Ž .outside 0, 1, ‘; the function field of C is K > k s Q z ; V a G-invariant
subspace of K such that G-module V is isomorphic to the given embed-
Ž .ding G ; GL n . Let L denote the monic nth-order differential operator
w x  4in k › with solution space V. For the points j g 0, 1, ‘ , one denotes by
E the set of exponents of L at the point j.j
Ž . 4PROPOSITION 5.1. Write E s 1re b - ??? - b . Then the eigen¤al-j j 1 n
Ž . Ž .  b1 bn4ues counted with multiplicity of g g G ; GL n are z , . . . , z , withj j j
z s e2p i r e j.j
Proof. Consider a point a g C above j which is fixed under g . Let tj j
Ž . e jbe a local parameter at a such that g t s z t. Then t is a localj j j
1 ŽŽ ..parameter at j on P . The field K is embedded in the quotient field Q t
ww xx ŽŽ ..of Q t and thus V is considered as a subspace of Q t . There is a basis
biŽ 2 .¤ , . . . , ¤ of V with ¤ s t 1 q ) t q ) t q ??? for all i. The action of g1 n i j
ŽŽ .. Ž .on Q t is given by g t s z t. This implies that the matrix of g on Vj j j
with respect to the basis ¤ , . . . , ¤ has an upper triangular form. In1 n
b b1 n 4particular, the eigenvalues of g on V are z , . . . , z .j j j
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Remark. The proposition can be rephrased as: The exponent sets
E , E , E are determined, modulo integers, by the admissible triple for0 1 ‘
Ž . w xG ; GL n . In 19, Lemma 2.4 , a similar result is proved and conditions
on the exponents are derived from this. The present Proposition 5.1 is
sharper in the sense that the three local monodromies and the covering
Ž .are related by means of the admissible triple g , g , g .0 1 ‘
We translate the exponent sets in terms of differential forms. The
solution space V ; K of the differential equation L is now chosen such
0Ž . 0Ž Ž y1Ž ..  4that V dz lies in H C, V or H C, V f j for some j g 0, 1, ‘ .
Consider again points a , a , a g C above 0, 1, ‘. Consider at a the0 1 ‘ 0
formal local parameter t satisfying t e0 s z. Then the set of exponents is
Ž . Ž . 4 e0y1E [ 1re ord y N y g V, y / 0 . From y dz s e t y dt, it follows0 0 a 00
that
1 1
E s y1 q q ord v N v g V dz , v / 0 .Ž . 40 a0e e0 0
Similarly, the set E of exponents at 1 is1
1 1
E s y1 q q ord v N v g V dz , v / 0 .Ž . 41 a1e e1 1
Finally,
1 1
E s 1 q q ord v N v g V dz , v / 0 .Ž . 4‘ a‘e e‘ ‘
The formulas give a lower bound for the exponents, since the v g V dz are
either holomorphic or have a pole of order at most one for one of the a .j
Ž .n n y 1The formula Ý ÝE s gives an upper bound for the exponents.js0, 1, ‘ j 2
The Weierstrass gap theorem provides another upper bound for the
w xexponents. We will give this formula with a slight variation of 9 . Let C be
 Ž .a curve of genus g ) 2. A point c g C will be called ordinary if ord v Nc
Ž . 4  4v g V C , v / 0 is equal to 0, 1, . . . , g y 1 . The other points areC
called Weierstrass points. Let c be a Weierstrass point with
ord v N v g V C , v / 0 s b , . . . , b 4  4Ž . Ž .c C 1 g
Ž . Ž .and b - b - ??? - b . The weight W c of c is defined by W c s0 1 gy1
Ž . Ž .Ý b y i . The Weierstrass gap theorem states that Ý W c sis0, . . . , gy1 i cg C
Ž . Ž .g y 1 g g q 1 . We note further that any automorphism of the curve C
preserves Weierstrass points and their weight.
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In our special situation, one finds for the points a , a , a above the0 1 ‘
points 0, 1, ‘ the inequality
< < < < < <G G G
W a q W a q W a F g y 1 g g q 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 ‘e e e0 1 ‘
If all the Weierstrass points lie above one of the points 0, 1, ‘, then one
would have an equality in the above formula. It is clear that the inequality
implies an upper bound for the exponent set E , E , E .0 1 ‘
6. SOME FEATURES OF THE SCALAR
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
6.1. Tests for the Differential Galois Group
Ž Ž ..Let a given differential equation L of order two or three over k s Q z
Žbe suspected to have a prescribed finite differential Galois group G e.g.,
the examples to be constructed with the theory and algorithms of this
.paper . For equations of order two and differential Galois group contained
Ž .in SL 2 , one can use one of the many algorithms improving Kovacic’s
w xalgorithm, e.g., 20, 21 . The main idea is to search for ‘‘invariants of
degrees 4, 6, 8, 12,’’ i.e., rational solutions of the corresponding symmetric
powers of the equation. However, as remarked in the Introduction, the
equations of order two that we construct are guaranteed to have the
correct differential Galois group.
For the third-order equations that are constructed here, we have ex-
Ž . Ž .plained in Section 2 a rather efficient method to find the value s of the
accessory parameter and the group by making good use of the construction
data. In many cases, the theory guarantees that the constructed equation
has the correct differential Galois group. In other cases, namely where we
make a guess for the exponents, one has to combine this with the following
Žmore general method: For an irreducible third-order equation L containing
.possibly an accessory parameter with primiti¤e differential Galois group
Ž . Ž .G ; SL 3 , a search for semi- in¤ariants of degrees 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 12 will
w xdetermine the group. For the precise statement we refer to 22 . In particu-
Ž .lar, for a finite primitive G ; SL 3 , there is an invariant of degree 6,
except for the group H SLŽ3. where there is an invariant of degree 9.216
The existence of invariants of a certain degree will in general produce
polynomial equations for the accessory parameter.
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6.2. The Equation for the Accessory Parameter
Let L be a scalar Fuchsian equation of order three in normalized form,
Ž .with unknown accessory parameter m. We try to determine the value s m
for which the differential Galois group could be finite. We make here the
 4assumption that for some j g 0, 1, ‘ , the set E contains two elementsj
with difference m g Z, m ) 0. We note that this situation occurs if and
only if g has multiple eigenvalues.j
LEMMA 6.1. Assume that the differential Galois group of L is finite; then
m satisfies a polynomial equation o¤er Q of degree m.
Proof. For notational convenience we suppose j s 0, and by assump-
tion l, l q m g E , with m a positive integer. The assumption that the0
differential Galois group of L is finite implies that there are three Puiseux
series at z s 0, solutions of L s 0. One of these has the form z lg, with
2 ww xxg s 1 q c z q c z q ??? g Q z . There is a formula1 2
L z t s P t z ty3 q P t z ty2 q P t z ty1 q P t z t q ??? ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 2 3
where the P are polynomials in t and m. In fact, P does not contain mi 0
and the other P have degree 1 in m. An evaluation of the equationi
Ž lŽ 2 ..L z 1 q c z q c z q ??? s 0 produces a set of linear equations for the1 2
coefficients c . In order to have a solution, a determinant must be zero.i
This determinant is easily seen to be a polynomial in m of degree m.
Explicit Formulas
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .P t s t t y 1 t y 2 q a t t y 1 q b t q c .0 0 0 0
Ž . Ž .P t s ya t t y 1 y b t y c r2 q m.1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .P t s ya t t y 1 q b y b t q 2m.2 1 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .P t s ya t t y 1 q 2b y b t q c r2 q 3m.3 1 1 2 2
Ž .If l, l q 1 are exponents at 0, then P l s 0.1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .If l, l q 2 are exponents at 0, then P l P l q 1 y P l q 1 P l1 1 0 2
s 0.
If l and l q 3 are exponents at 0, then the determinant of the matrix
P l P l q 1 0Ž . Ž .1 0
P l P l q 1 P l q 2Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 0 0P l P l q 1 P l q 2Ž . Ž . Ž .3 2 1
is zero.
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6.3. Apparent Singularities and Families of Equations
We restrict ourselves to order-three equations and a finite primitive
Ž .subgroup G ; SL 3 . The following data are fixed: An admissible triple for
G, giving rise to a covering f : C “ P1 with function field K > k. A
faithful unimodular irreducible representation of degree 3 is given with
character x .
We give here an outline of the search for Fuchsian equations L.
0Ž . Ž 0Ž Ž y1 ...6.3.1. Suppose That x Appears Once in H C, V or in H C, V f 0
The solution space V ; K, with
V dz ; H 0 C , V or V dz ; H 0 C , V fy1 0Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
is unique. The corresponding order-three differential equation L is also
unique. The differential module corresponding to L is known to be
Ž w x.Fuchsian see 4 . The scalar differential equation L need not be Fuch-
sian. A singular point, different from 0, 1, ‘, will be called an apparent
singularity. Let f , f , f be a basis of V; then the coefficients of L are1 2 3
Ž .uniquely determined by L f s 0 for i s 1, 2, 3. One finds in fact threei
inhomogeneous equations for the A , A , A and the determinant of the0 1 2
system is w, the Wronskian of f , f , f . Let O denote the integral closure1 2 3
1w xof Q z, in K. Then O is invariant under differentiation and V ; O.Ž .z z y 1
We conclude that an apparent singularity of L must be a zero of w
Ž .different from 0, 1 . More information will follow from the possibilities for
Ž .the exponent sets. The data determine lower bounds, written as E min ,0
Ž . Ž .E min , E min for the exponent sets. The actual possibilities for the1 ‘
exponent sets, for a supposed Fuchsian L, are obtained from the minimal
bounds by adding nonnegative integers to the minimal data such that the
final sum is equal to 3. One considers the following situations:
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 The sum of all numbers in E min , E min , E min is 3. Then0 1 ‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .E min , E min , E min are the actual exponent sets. There is no0 1 ‘
apparent singularity and there is only one value possible for the accessory
Ž .parameter. Indeed, L exists and is unique . If one finds indeed only one
value for m, then the theory which we developed guarantees that L has the
correct differential Galois group and representation. Moreover, by unique-
ness, m is rational.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 The sum of all numbers in E min , E min , E min is 2. The0 1 ‘
actual exponent sets that we have to consider are obtained by adding 1 to
Ž .any of the numbers however, keeping the restriction on exponent sets .
For each case, one has to use a method for obtaining a suitable m and
verify that the constructed L has the correct differential Galois group. At
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most one case and at most one value for m will give a positive answer.
Ž .Indeed, L is unique .
Ž . Ž .3 If in 2 no L is found, then this proves that L is not Fuchsian.
By counting, one finds that there must be one apparent singular point
 4c / 0, 1, ‘ and that the exponent set for c is E s 0, 1, 3 . The equationc
L can actually be determined from these data.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4 If the sum of all numbers in E min , E min , E min is F 1,0 1 ‘
then there are many possibilities for the exponent sets of the supposed
Ž .Fuchsian L. One proceeds as in 2 .
Ž . Ž .5 If for 4 no L is found, then L has one or two apparent
singularities.
0Ž .6.3.2. Suppose Now That x Appears Twice in H C, V
Ž 0Ž Ž y1 ...or in H C, V f 0
Then the solution space V for our problem is not unique. In fact, one
 14has a family of solution spaces V N t g P and a family of third-ordert
Ž . 1equations L . We can make this more explicit by writing t s t :t g Pt 0 1
and by choosing bases f , f , f and g , g , g of two different choices for1 2 3 1 2 3
the subspace V ; K such that the linear map which sends each f to g isi i
G-equivariant. Then V has basis t f q t g , t f q t g , t f q t g . Onet 0 1 1 1 0 2 1 2 0 3 1 3
considers the following situations:
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 The numbers in E min , E min , E min add up to 3. Then0 1 ‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .E min , E min , E min are the actual values for the exponents. Thus,0 1 ‘
one finds a rational map P1 “ A1, which assigns to a value for t the
corresponding value of the accessory parameter. Such a rational map does
not exist and the data cannot occur.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 The numbers E min , E min , E min add up to 2. Suppose that0 1 ‘
the family L does not involve an apparent singularity. Then each Lt t
determines exponent sets E , E , E and a value for the accessory0 1 ‘
Ž .parameter. As in 1 , this is not possible. Thus, for general t, the equation
Ž . Ž .L has one apparent singularity c s c t . The map t ‹ c t cannot bet
constant, since otherwise one would find a nonconstant morphism form P1
Ž .to the affine set of accessory parameters. Thus, t ‹ c t gives rise to a
morphism c: P1 “ P1. The Wronskian of the three generators of the˜
space V can be seen to have the formt
Ž .y3qÝ E miny3qÝ E Žmin. 10z z y 1 az q b ,Ž . Ž .
ybŽ .where a, b are homogeneous in t , t of degree 3. Thus, c t s and c˜0 1 a
has degree 3. In particular, 0, 1, ‘ are in the image of c and one finds the˜
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existence of Fuchsian equations L with exponent sets obtained by adding 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .to numbers in E min or E min or E min . This can also be seen in a0 1 ‘
more direct way. Suppose, to begin with, that the exponents E at 0 do not0
differ by integers. For the bases f , f , f and g , g , g of the two copies1 2 3 1 2 3
0Ž .of V in H C, V , we take eigenvectors with respect to the action of g ,0
Ž .i.e., the local monodromy at 0. For any t s t :t , the leading coefficient0 1
of t f q t g is homogeneous linear in t , t . Thus, there is a unique0 1 1 1 0 1
value for t such that the order of t f q t g is at least 1 higher than the0 1 1 1
given lower bound. This argument proves that by adding q1 to any of the
numbers in E , one obtains the exponent sets for a Fuchsian equation L.0
Suppose now that in E , integer exponents differences occur, say E s0 0
 4l , l q 1, l with l y l not an integer. Then one cannot add q1 to1 1 2 2 1
l . It seems that one is missing one possible equation for L. However, by1
adding q1 to l q 1 and using Lemma 6.1, one finds two values for m. A1
local calculation at the point 0 shows that both values actually lead to an L
with the correct differential Galois group. We conclude that we find nine
equivalent Fuchsian equations in this situation.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 The numbers in E min , E min , E min add up to 3 y m - 2.0 1 ‘
Something similar happens. The Wronskian can be seen to be
Ž .y3qÝ E miny3qÝ E Žmin. m10z z y 1 a z q ??? qa z q a ,Ž . Ž .m 1 0
where a , . . . , a are homogeneous in t , t of degree 3. For a given valuem 0 0 1
Ž m .of t, the zeros of the polynomial a z q ??? qa z q a are the candi-m 1 0
dates for the apparent singularities. In general, there seems to be no
reason to expect an equation L which has no apparent singularities at all.t
0Ž .6.3.3. Suppose Now That x Appears Three Times in H C, V
Ž 0Ž Ž y1 ...H C, V f 0
This gives rise to a P 2-family of differential equations L . The sum of allt
Ž . Ž . Ž .numbers in E min , E min , E min have to add up to a number N F 1.0 1 ‘
The number of apparent singularities in a general L is 3 y N. We willt
discuss the particularly interesting case N s 1. The Wronskian of L hast
Ž . Ž 2 .the form z* z y 1 * a z q a z q a , with fixed powers of z and z y 1.2 1 0
Ž .The a , a , a are homogeneous in t s t :t :t of degree 3. The map0 1 2 0 1 2
2 2 Ž .P “ P , given by t ‹ a :a :a , is finite of degree 9. The number of2 1 0
values t such that L has no apparent singularities is 45. Indeed, argu-t
ments as in the above case with a P1-family, prove that adding q1 twice to
Ž . Ž . Ž .any of the elements in E min , E min , E min will give a unique0 1 ‘
ŽFuchsian equation with the required properties provided that there are no
.integer exponent differences . In the case of integer exponents differences,
a local calculation shows that the counting remains valid.
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In Section 8, we will produce examples for all the situations that we have
discussed here.
7. SECOND-ORDER EQUATIONS
Ž . SL 2The finite primitive subgroups of SL 2 are: the icosahedral group A5
of order 120, the octahedral SSL 2 of order 48, and the tetrahedral group4
ASL 2 of order 24. Each branch type happens to consist of a single4
equivalence class of admissible triples. We will, moreover, work modulo
the permutations of the points 0, 1, ‘.
7.1. Schwarz’ List and Klein’s Theorem
The hypergeometric differential equations with finite monodromy group
Ž .or equivalently, finite differential Galois group were studied by Schwarz
w x15 . The idea is the following. One considers a Fuchsian differential
equation L of order two with set of exponents E , E , E at the singular0 1 ‘
point 0, 1, ‘. As always, ÝE q ÝE q ÝE s 1 and the assumption that0 1 ‘
the exponents correspond to a hypergeometric equation is equivalent to
0 g E and 0 g E . Since we are looking for finite monodromy groups, we0 1
may restrict ourselves to the case of rational exponents. Let l, m, n denote
the absolute values of the differences of the exponents at 0, 1, ‘. Further,
Ž .l9 g 0, 1 is defined by l9 ’ "l modulo 2. The numbers m9 and n 9 are
defined in a similar way. Moreover, one may transform a triple l9, m9, n 9
by replacing two items a of the triple by 1 y a. Finally, l0, m0, n 0 is the
same as l9, m9, n 9 but ordered such that l0 G m0 G n 0. The list of
Ž .Schwarz is the set of fifteen triples l0, m0, n 0 such that the correspond-
ing hypergeometric equation has a finite irreducible differential Galois
SLŽ2. Ž .group. The ‘‘Schwarz triples’’ for the group A are 1r2, 1r3, 1r3 and4
Ž . SLŽ2. Ž . Ž2r3, 1r3, 1r3 ; for the group S they are 1r2, 1r3, 1r4 and 2r3,4
. SLŽ2. Ž . Ž . Ž1r4, 1r4 , and for A they are 1r2, 1r3, 1r5 , 2r5, 1r3, 1r3 , 2r3,5
. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž1r5, 1r5 , 1r2, 2r5, 1r5 , 3r5, 1r3, 1r5 , 2r5, 2r5, 2r5 , 2r3, 1r3,
. Ž . Ž . Ž .1r5 , 4r5, 1r5, 1r5 , 1r2, 2r5, 1r3 , 3r5, 2r5, 1r3 .
Ž .Suppose for convenience that the l, m, n above are already in 0, 1 .
Ž .The monodromy group G of the equation is a subgroup of GL 2 and let
pr o j Ž .G denote its image in PGL 2 . Under the assumption that 1 - l q m
Ž .q n - 1 q min l, m, n , there is a spherical triangle D in the complex
1Ž . Ž .sphere P C with angles lp , mp , np . The group associated to D is the
one generated by the reflections in the three sides of D. The group G pr o j
is the subgroup of this group consisting of the elements which are a
product of an even number of reflections. An elementary spherical triangle
pis a triangle with all angles of the form and n g Z, n ) 1. Thus, then
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p p pŽ . Žspherical elementary triangles are given by the angles , , and2 2 n
p p p p p p p p p. Ž . Ž . Ž .n G 2 , , , , , , , and , , . The above triangle D gives rise2 3 3 2 3 4 2 3 5
to a finite group G pr o j if and only if D can be dissected into elementary
spherical triangles of the same type. The last statement and some combi-
natorics leads to the list of Schwarz. For a modern survey of the Schwarz
w xtheory, we refer to 2 .
The problem that we have to study is the connection of Schwarz’
classification with the order-two equations L with differential Galois
 SLŽ2. SLŽ2. SLŽ2. SLŽ2.4group G g D , A , S , A that we will produce here. Letn 4 4 5
Ž .K > k s Q z denote the Picard]Vessiot field. Take a basis f , f of the0 1
y Ž .solution space of L in K and define K s k f rf . Since the derivative of1 0
2 Ž y. yf rf is equal to 1rf and lies in K , one finds that K is the fixed field1 0 0
of the center of G and has index two in K. Shifting each set of exponents
E , E , E by a rational constant changes, of course, the equation L and0 1 ‘
the Picard]Vessiot field K. A basis of solutions for the new equation is
aŽ .b aŽ .b yz z y 1 f , z z y 1 f for suitable rational a, b. The subfield K does0 1
not change under this operation. The monodromy classified by Schwarz is
the one of the function f rf , where f , f are two independent solutions1 0 0 1
of a hypergeometric equation. Thus, we may suppose that our L is
hypergeometric. We conclude that the list of Schwarz classifies the Galois
pr o j  4coverings of P* with Galois groups G g D , A , S , A with some-n 4 4 5
pr o j Ž .times additional data from the inbedding of G into PSL 2 which
comes from the equation L. A detailed analysis shows that for the groups
A and S , the list of Schwarz classifies only the coverings. For the group4 4
A , the situation is more complicated. The coverings of P* with group5
isomorphic to A can be listed as:5
branch type 2, 3, 5, genus 0. Appears twice in the list of Schwarz.
branch type 2, 5, 5, genus 4. Appears once in the list of Schwarz.
branch type 3, 5, 5, genus 5. Appears twice in the list of Schwarz.
branch type 3, 5, 5, genus 9. There are two such coverings. One
appears once in the list of Schwarz, the other twice.
branch type 5, 5, 5, genus 13. Appears twice in the list of Schwarz.
We note that we work also modulo permutations of the points 0, 1, ‘.
A modern survey of order-two differential equations with finite differen-
tial Galois group and especially Klein’s theorem on this subject is the
w xinspiring paper 1 . Klein’s theorem is stated there as follows.
 SLŽ2. SLŽ2. SLŽ2. SLŽ2.4For each of the groups G g D , A , S , A , there is a stand-n 4 4 5
Ž 2 Ž Ž ..ard differential equation St#, normalized as y0 q Art q Br t t y 1 q
Ž .2 .Cr t y 1 y s 0 with suitable constants A, B, C. For any order-two differ-
Ž .ential equation L o¤er k s Q z with differential Galois group G, there is a
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Ž .Q-linear homomorphism f : Q t “ k of fields such that f#St# is equi¤alent
to the gi¤en L.
The link with our list of equations is the following. For each of the
groups, the standard differential equation St# is present. The other
equations are derived from this standard equation by a map f which has
the rather special property that f#St# has again 0, 1, ‘ as the only
singular points. There are very few f ’s possible, as is seen from the list.
7.2. The Equations
For each of the groups ASLŽ2., SSLŽ2., ASLŽ2., we give the branch types. It4 4 5
turns out that each branch type contains only one equivalence class of
admissible triples and, moreover, the branch type determines the group.
Thus the branch types are in bijection with the Galois extensions of k
Žunramified outside 0, 1, ‘ and with Galois group isomorphic to one of the
.considered groups . The first group has only one irreducible faithful
representation of degree 2. The other groups have two such representa-
tions. Thus, the first group gives a differential equation for each branch
type and the other groups produce two differential equations per branch
type. For each equation L, we give the exponent sets E , E , E ; we list0 1 ‘
the branch type, the genus of the field K, the genus of the field Ky, the
character, and the triple of the list of Schwarz.
7.2.1. The Tetrahedral Group ASLŽ2.4
The group has seven conjugacy classes conj , . . . , conj . They correspond1 7
to elements of order 1, 2, 3, 3, 4, 6, 6. There is only one faithful
Ž .unimodular character of degree 2, denoted by x . The two values4
0 F l - 1 such that the e2p il are the eigenvalues for the representation
0, 0 1, 1 1, 2 1, 2 1, 3Žcorresponding to x are given for each conjugacy class: , , , , ,4 1 2 3 3 4
1, 5 1, 5 ., . This information leads to unique data for the exponents and the6 6
equations; see Table I.
TABLE I
Branch type Genera char exp 0 exp 1 exp ‘ Schwarz triple
3, 3, 4 2, 0 x y2r3, y1r3 y2r3, y1r3 5r4, 7r4 1r2, 1r3, 1r34
3, 3, 6 3, 1 x y2r3, y1r3 y2r3, y1r3 7r6, 11r6 2r3, 1r3, 1r34
3, 4, 6 4, 0 x y2r3, y1r3 y3r4, y1r4 7r6, 11r6 1r2, 1r3, 1r34
4, 6, 6 6, 0 x y3r4, y1r4 y5r6, y1r6 7r6, 11r6 1r2, 1r3, 1r34
6, 6, 6 7, 1 x y5r6, y1r6 y5r6, y1r6 7r6, 11r6 2r3, 1r3, 1r34
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TABLE II
Branch
type Genera char exp 0 exp 1 exp ‘ Schwarz triple
3, 4, 8 8, 0 x y2r3, y1r3 y3r4, y1r4 9r8, 15r8 1r2, 1r3, 1r44
x y2r3, y1r3 y3r4, y1r4 11r8, 13r8 1r2, 1r3, 1r45
3, 8, 8 11, 3 x y2r3, y1r3 y5r8, y3r8 9r8, 15r8 2r3, 1r4, 1r44
x y2r3, y1r3 y7r8, y1r8 11r8, 13r8 2r3, 1r4, 1r45
4, 6, 8 13, 0 x y3r4, y1r4 y5r6, y1r6 11r8, 13r8 1r2, 1r3, 1r44
x y3r4, y1r4 y5r6, y1r6 9r8, 15r8 1r2, 1r3, 1r45
6, 8, 8 15, 3 x y5r6, y1r6 y5r8, y3r8 11r8, 13r8 2r3, 1r4, 1r44
x y5r6, y1r6 y7r8, y1r8 9r8, 15r8 2r3, 1r4, 1r45
7.2.2. The Octahedral Group SSLŽ2.4
This group has eight conjugacy classes conj , . . . , conj . They correspond1 8
Žto elements of order 1, 2, 3, 4, 4, 6, 8, 8. There are two faithful unimodu-
.lar irreducible representations of degree 2. Their characters are denoted
by x and x and the eigenvalues of these characters are given for each4 5
conjugacy class:
0, 0 1, 1 1, 2 1, 3 1, 3 1, 5 1, 7 3, 5
x : , , , , , , , ,4 ž /1 2 3 4 4 6 8 8
0, 0 1, 1 1, 2 1, 3 1, 3 1, 5 3, 5 1, 7
x : , , , , , , , .5 ž /1 2 3 4 4 6 8 8
Thus, there is an automorphism of SSLŽ2. which permutes the classes4
conj , conj . For the admissible triple representing the unique element of7 8
the branch type, we make the choice that the number of times that conj7
occurs is greater than or equal to the number of times that conj is8
present. This information suffices to calculate all exponents and equations;
see Table II.
7.2.3. The Iscosahedral Group ASLŽ2.5
There are nine conjugacy classes conj , . . . , conj corresponding to ele-1 9
ments of orders 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 10. There are two faithful irreducible
Ž .unimodular representations of degree 2. As before, their characters x2
and x are given on the conjugacy classes by the two eigenvalues3
0, 0 1, 1 1, 2 1, 3 2, 3 1, 4 1, 5 3, 7 1, 9
x : , , , , , , , , ,2 ž /1 2 3 4 5 5 6 10 10
0, 0 1, 1 1, 2 1, 3 1, 4 2, 3 1, 5 1, 9 3, 7
x : , , , , , , , , .3 ž /1 2 3 4 5 5 6 10 10
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Thus, there is an automorphism of ASLŽ2. which permutes the two pairs of5
conjugacy classes conj , conj and conj , conj . For the admissible triple5 6 8 9
representing the unique element of the branch type, there are several
choices. One can deduce from Table III which choice has been made.
TABLE III
Branch
type Genera char exp 0 exp 1 exp ‘ Schwarz triple
3, 3, 10 15, 5 x y2r3, y1r3 y2r3, y1r3 11r10, 19r10 2r3, 1r3, 1r52
x y2r3, y1r3 y2r3, y1r3 13r10, 17r10 2r5, 1r3, 1r33
3, 4, 5 14, 0 x y2r3, y1r3 y3r4, y1r4 7r5, 8r5 1r2, 1r3, 1r52
x y2r3, y1r3 y3r4, y1r4 6r5, 9r5 1r2, 2r5, 1r33
3, 4, 10 20, 0 x y2r3, y1r3 y3r4, y1r4 11r10, 19r10 1r2, 1r3, 1r52
x y2r3, y1r3 y3r4, y1r4 13r10, 17r10 1r2, 2r5, 1r33
3, 5, 5 17, 9 x y2r3, y1r3 y3r5, y2r5 6r5, 9r5 3r5, 1r3, 1r52
x y2r3, y1r3 y4r5, y1r5 7r5, 8r5 3r5, 1r3, 1r53
3, 5, 6 19, 5 x y2r3, y1r3 y3r5, y2r5 7r6, 11r6 2r3, 1r3, 1r52
x y2r3, y1r3 y4r5, y1r5 7r6, 11r6 2r5, 1r3, 1r33
3, 5, 10 23, 9 x y2r3, y1r3 y3r5, y2r5 11r10, 19r10 2r3, 1r5, 1r52
x y2r3, y1r3 y4r5, y1r5 13r10, 17r10 3r5, 2r5, 1r33
3, 10, 10 29, 9 x y2r3, y1r3 y9r10, y1r10 13r10, 17r10 3r5, 1r3, 1r52
x y2r3, y1r3 y7r10, y3r10 11r10, 19r10 3r5, 1r3, 1r53
4, 5, 5 22, 4 x y3r4, y1r4 y3r5, y2r5 6r5, 9r5 1r2, 2r5, 1r52
x y3r4, y1r4 y4r5, y4r5 7r5, 8r5 1r2, 2r5, 1r53
4, 5, 6 24, 0 x y3r4, y1r4 y3r5, y2r5 7r6, 11r6 1r2, 1r3, 1r52
x y3r4, y1r4 y4r5, y1r5 7r6, 11r6 1r2, 2r5, 1r33
4, 5, 10 28, 4 x y3r4, y1r4 y3r5, y2r5 13r10, 17r10 1r2, 2r5, 1r52
x y3r4, y1r4 y4r5, y1r5 11r10, 19r10 1r2, 2r5, 1r53
4, 6, 10 30, 0 x y3r4, y1r4 y5r6, y1r6 11r10, 19r10 1r2, 1r3, 1r52
x y3r4, y1r4 y5r6, y1r6 13r10, 17r10 1r2, 2r5, 1r33
4, 10, 10 34, 4 x y3r4, y1r4 y9r10, y1r10 13r10, 13r10 1r2, 2r5, 1r52
x y3r4, y1r4 y7r10, y3r10 11r10, 19r10 1r2, 2r5, 1r53
5, 5, 6 27, 9 x y3r5, y2r5 y3r5, y2r5 7r6, 11r6 2r3, 1r5, 1r52
x y4r5, y1r5 y4r5, y1r5 7r6, 11r6 3r5, 2r5, 1r33
5, 5, 10 31, 13 x y3r5, y2r5 y3r5, y2r5 11r10, 19r10 4r5, 1r5, 1r52
x y4r5, y1r5 y4r5, y1r5 13r10, 17r10 2r5, 2r5, 2r53
5, 6, 10 33, 9 x y3r5, y2r5 y5r6, y1r6 13r10, 17r10 3r5, 1r3, 1r52
x y4r5, y1r5 y5r6, y1r6 11r10, 19r10 3r5, 1r3, 1r53
6, 6, 10 35, 5 x y5r6, y1r6 y5r6, y1r6 11r10, 19r10 2r3, 1r3, 1r52
x y5r6, y1r6 y5r6, y1r6 13r10, 17r10 2r5, 1r3, 1r33
6, 10, 10 39, 9 x y5r6, y1r6 y9r10, y1r10 11r10, 19r10 2r3, 1r5, 1r52
x y5r6, y1r6 y7r10, y3r10 13r10, 17r10 3r5, 2r5, 1r33
10, 10, 10 43, 13 x y9r10, 1r10 y9r10, y1r10 11r10, 19r10 4r5, 1r5, 1r52
x y7r10, 3r10 y7r10, y3r10 13r10, 17r10 2r5, 2r5, 2r53
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8. THIRD-ORDER EQUATIONS
Ž .8.1. The Finite Primiti¤e Subgroups of SL 3
Ž w x.The well-known list see 3 is:
1. The simple group G of order 168, which is isomorphic to168
Ž .PSL 2, F .7
Ž .2. G = C , where C is the center of SL 3 .168 3 3
3. A .5
4. A = C .5 3
SL 3 Ž .5. H of order 648. The image of this group in PSL 3 is the216
Hessian group of order 216.
6. The normal subgroup H SL 3 ; H SL 3 of order 216.72 216
7. The group F SL 3 ; H SL 3 of order 108.36 72
8. The Valentiner Group ASL 3 of order 1080. The image of this6
Ž . SL 3 Ž SL 3.group in PSL 3 is A rZ A ( A .6 6 6
8.2. The Groups G and G = C168 168 3
8.2.1. The Data for G168
There are six conjugacy classes conj , . . . , conj ; they correspond to1 6
 4elements of order 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 7 . There are two irreducible characters of
degree three, called x , x . Both are faithful and unimodular. The three2 3
values 0 F l - 1 such that e2p il are the eigenvalues for the representa-
tion are given for each conjugacy class as follows:
0, 0, 0 0, 1, 1 0, 1, 2 0, 1, 3 3, 5, 6 1, 2, 4
x : , , , , , ,2 ž /1 2 3 4 7 7
0, 0, 0 0, 1, 1 0, 1, 2 0,1, 3 1, 2, 4 3, 5, 6
x : , , , , , .3 ž /1 2 3 4 7 7
The character x is the dual of x . This implies that the two characters3 2
are permuted under an automorphism A of G . The same automor-168
phism of G permutes the conjugacy classes conj and conj . For any168 5 6
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Ž . Ž . Ž .group G, we define Out G [ Aut G rInner G , i.e., the group of all
automorphisms of G divided out by the normal subgroup of the inner
automorphisms. The character x corresponds to an embedding G ;2 168
Ž Ž 2p i r7.. Ž Ž 2p i r7. .SL 3, Q e . This induces a homomorphism Gal Q e rQ “
'Ž . Ž Ž . .Aut G . This homomorphism induces a bijection Gal Q y 7 rQ “168
Ž .Out G .168
We will give all the data that we calculated for the branch types. We
introduce some terminology. The conjugacy triple i, j, k of an admissible
Ž .triple g , g , g is defined by: the conjugacy classes of g , g , g are conj ,0 1 ‘ 0 1 ‘ i
Ž .conj , conj . Further, an in¤ariant of degree d for a group H ; GL V and aj k
Ž .differential equation L with Picard]Vessiot field K means a nonzero homo-
Hw x Ž .geneous element in Q V , such that its image in K belongs to k s Q z .
In order to give this a clear meaning, one has to specify the Q-algebra
w xhomomorphism from Q V to K. In our situation, we will consider a point
 4 ² :a g 0, 1, ‘ and a g -equivariant isomorphism c : V “ V ; K ;a a
ŽŽ ..Q z* , where V denotes the solution space at a in the algebraic closurea
of the completion of k at the point a. The chosen c extends in a unique
w xway to a k-algebra homomorphism c : k V “ K.
Ž . w x1 Branch type 2, 3, 7 consists of one element, represented by the
conjugacy triple 2, 3, 5. The genus of the curve is 3. The character D
coincides with x . For this character, the lower bounds for the exponents3
add up to 3, so they are the actual exponents. From the exponent
5difference 1 at z s 0, one obtains all the data for L: y1r2, 0, 1r2 y
5 52r3, y1r3, 0 8r7, 9r7, 11r7 m s 12293r24696. This equation was in fact
w xfound by Hurwitz 11 and first worked out in a differential Galois
w xapproach in 19 . Our theoretical considerations provide an ‘‘overkill’’
since the corresponding covering is well known. It is the Klein curve in P 2
given by the homogeneous equation x x 3 q x x 3 q x x 3 s 0, having auto-0 1 1 2 3 0
morphism group G , or in another terminology, it is the modular curve168
Ž . Ž .X 7 with automorphism group PSL 2, F . The Weierstrass gap theorem7
implies that the points above ‘ are the only Weierstrass points and they
have weight 1.
Ž . w x2 Branch type 2, 4, 7 consists of one element; conjugacy triple 2, 4, 5;
² : ² :genus 10; x , D s 0, x , D s 1; for x , the lower bounds for the2 3 3
exponents add up to 3 and are the actual bounds; at z s 0, there is an
5exponent difference 1. This leads to the data y1r2, 0, 1r2 y
5 53r4, y1r4, 0 8r7, 9r7, 11r7 m s 5273r10976.
Ž . w x3 Branch type 2, 7, 7 consists of one element; conjugacy triple 2, 5, 5;
² : ² :genus 19; x , D s 0, x , D s 2; for x , the lower bounds for the2 3 3
exponents add up to 2; there is an integer exponent difference at z s 0.
Thus we have a P1-family for x and nine scalar Fuchsian equations, all3
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equivalent over Q. The data for the exponents and m are
5 5 5y1r2, 1, 1r2 y6r7, y5r7, y3r7 8r7, 9r7, 11r7 m s 1045r686,
'5 5 5y1r2, 0, 3r2 y6r7, y5r7, y3r7 8r7, 9r7, 11r7 m s 2433r1372 "3r392 21 ,
5 5 5y1r2, 0, 1r2 1r7, y5r7, y3r7 8r7, 9r7, 11r7 m s 1317r2744,
5 5 5y1r2, 0, 1r2 y6r7, 2r7, y3r7 8r7, 9r7, 11r7 m s 1205r2744,
5 5 5y1r2, 0, 1r2 y6r7, y5r7, 4r7 8r7, 9r7, 11r7 m s 1149r2744,
5 5 5y1r2, 0, 1r2 y6r7, y5r7, y3r7 15r7, 9r7, 11r7 m s 3375r2744,
5 5 5y1r2, 0, 1r2 y6r7, y5r7, y3r7 8r7, 16r7, 11r7 m s 3263r2744,
5 5 5y1r2, 0, 1r2 y6r7, y5r7, y3r7 8r7, 9r7, 18r7 m s 3207r2744.
Ž . w x4 Branch type 3, 3, 4 consists of two elements; both conjugacy triples
are 3, 3, 4; genus 8; no equations found.
Ž . w x5 Branch type 3, 3, 7 consists of one element; conjugacy triple 3, 3, 5;
² : ² :genus 17; x , D s 0, x , D s 1; for x , the lower bounds for the2 3 3
exponents add up to 2. One adds q1 to one of the exponents and tries to
find an invariant of degree 4 for G . The only successful case is168
5 5 5y2r3, y1r3, 0 y 2r3, y1r3, 0 9r7, 11r7, 15r7 m s 0. One concludes
that the differential Galois group G of this equation is a subgroup of G .168
There are two subgroups H and H of G , with orders 21 and 24, such1 2 168
that any proper subgroup of G is contained in a conjugate of H or H .168 1 2
The group H has an invariant of degree 3 and H has another invariant1 2
of degree 4. One can verify that no invariants of those types are present
here and the conclusion is that the differential Galois group is G . We168
note that G contains elements of order 3 and 7, so this also excludes H .2
Ž . w x6 Branch type 3, 4, 4 consists of one element; conjugacy triple 3, 4, 4;
genus 15. By adding poles of order 1 at the points above 0, one finds that
x occurs with multiplicity 1. For x , the lower bounds for the exponents3 3
add up to 2. One adds q1 to any of the eight exponents and finds only one
5 5 5case y1, y1r3, 1r3 y 3r4, y1r4, 0 5r4, 7r4, 2 m s 3r16, where there
is an invariant of degree 4. This proves that the differential Galois group
H of this equation is a subgroup of G . It is a proper subgroup, since168
there is another invariant of degree 4.
The character x leads to the same data for a possible equation L.2
Thus, we found no equation here for G .168
Ž . w x7 Branch type 3, 4, 7 consists of two elements; both conjugacy triples
² : ² :are 3, 4, 5; in both cases x , D s 0, x , D s 1; no equations are2 3
found.
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Ž . w x8 Branch type 3, 7, 7 consists of two elements; conjugacy triples 3, 6,
² : ² :6 and 3, 6, 5; genus 33. For the first case, x , D s 2, x , D s 0. For2 3
x , we have a P1-family of equations and the lower bounds on the2
exponents add up to 1. One has to add q1 to two of the exponents and
search for an invariant of degree 4 in the 45 cases. The only possible data
5 5 5are: y1r3, 1r3, 1 y 6r7, y5r7, y3r7 8r7, 9r7, 11r7 m s 3385r3087.
Ž .As in 5 , one verifies that the differential Galois group is G .168
² : ² :For the second case, x , D s 1, x , D s 1. For x , data for G2 3 2 168
5 5 5are found: y2r3, y1r3, 0 y 6r7, y5r7, y3r7 10r7, 13r7, 19r7 m s
5830r1029. For x , data for G are found: y2r3, y1r3, 0 y3 168
5 5 Ž .4r7, y1r7, 5r7 8r7, 9r7, 11r7 m s y1846r3087. As in 5 , one verifies
in both cases that the differential Galois group is G .168
Ž . w x9 Branch type 4, 4, 4 consists of two elements; both conjugacy triples
are 4, 4, 4; genus 22; no equations found.
Ž . w x10 Branch type 4, 4, 7 consists of one element; conjugacy triple 4, 4,
² : ² :6; genus 31; x , D s 1, x , D s 0. For x , the sum of the lower2 3 2
bounds on the exponents is 2. One has to add q1 to any of the exponents
and search for an invariant of degree 4. The only possible data
5 5 5y3r4, y1r4, 0 y 3r4, y1r4, 0 9r7, 11r7, 15r7 m s 0 are verified, as
Ž .in 5 , to produce the differential Galois group G .168
Ž . w x11 Branch type 4, 7, 7 consists of two elements; both conjugacy
² : ² :triples are 4, 6, 5; genus 40; x , D s 1, x , D s 1; no equations2 3
found.
Ž . w x12 Branch type 7, 7, 7 consists of one element; conjugacy triple 5, 5,
² : ² : 25; genus 49; x , D s 0, x , D s 3. For x , we have a P -family and2 3 3
the lower bounds of the exponents add up to 0. The candidates for
exponents are obtained by adding q1 three times to the lower bounds. For
Ž .the many candidates, one imposes an invariant of degree 4 and one uses
Ž .the method of 5 for the verification. The lower bounds for the exponents
5 5are y6r7, y5r7, y3r7 y 6r7, y5r7, y3r7 8r7, 9r7, 11r7. We will
give the results in table form, in Table IV, indicating the places where the
q1’s are added and the values for m.
8.2.2. The Group G = C168 3
The differential modules M of dimension 3 over k with group G and168
Picard]Vessiot field K > k, such that this extension is only ramified168
above the points 0, 1, ‘, are given above in the form of one or more cyclic
vectors c for M and the minimal equation L s › 3 q A › 2 q A › q A g2 1 0
w xk › . There are four distinct cyclic extensions K > k of degree 3, at most3
ramified above the points 0, 1, ‘. They are given by the equations
3 Ž . 3 3 3 Ž .2y s z z y 1 , y s z, y s z y 1, and y s z z y 1 . The corresponding
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TABLE IV
3 123r49
1 2 75r49
1 2 107r49
3 y123r49
1 2 y75r49
1 2 y107r49
3 0
1 2 0
1 2 0
1 1 1 0
1 1 1 y4r49
1 1 1 y6r49
1 1 1 4r49
1 1 1 0
1 1 1 6r49
1 1 1 0
Note. The symmetries in this table can be explained by the action of S on P*.3
1r3 1r3 1r3 1r3differential modules are ke with › e s ae, and a s q , , ,z z y 1 z z y 1
1r3 2r3and q . The differential module M m ke has differential Galoiskz z y 1
group K m K . All differential modules with differential Galois group168 3
G = C are obtained in this way. The new module has c m e as cyclic168 3
vector. The minimal equation for the cyclic vector c m e is obtained from
L by the shift › ‹ › y a. In this way, one finds all the data for the group
G = C .168 3
8.3. The Groups A and A = C5 5 3
As in Section 8.2.2, the data for the group A = C can easily be derived5 3
from those for A . In the sequel we investigate the data for A . There are5 5
five conjugacy classes, denoted by conj , . . . , conj . They correspond to1 5
elements of order 1, 2, 3, 5, 5. There is an automorphism of A permuting5
Žthe classes conj and conj . There are two irreducible faithful, unimodu-4 5
.lar characters x , x of dimension 3. Their values on the conjugacy2 3
classes are given as the sum of the three eigenvalues:
0, 0, 0 0, 1, 1 0, 1, 2 0, 1, 4 0, 2, 3
x : , , , , ,2 1 2 3 5 5
0, 0, 0 0, 1, 1 0, 1, 2 0, 2, 3 0, 1, 4
x : , , , , .3 1 2 3 5 5
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TABLE V
Branch type Genus char exp 0 exp 1 exp ‘ m
2, 3, 5 0 x y1, y1r2, 1r2 y2r3, y1r3, 0 6r5, 9r5, 2 43r2252
x y1, y1r2, 1r2 y2r3, y1r3, 0 7r5, 8r5, 2 52r2253
2, 5, 5 4 x y1, y1r2, 1r2 y4r5, y1r5, 0 7r5, 8r5, 2 1r52
x y1, y1r2, 1r2 y3r5, y2r5, 0 6r5, 9r5, 2 1r53
3, 3, 5 5 x y1r3, 0, 1r3 y1r3, 0, 1r3 3r5, 1, 7r5 02
x y1r3, 0, 1r3 y1r3, 0, 1r3 1r5, 1, 9r5 03
Ž .3, 5, 5 1 9 x y1, y2r3, y1r3 y3r5, y2r5, 0 6r5, 9r5, 3 y16r252
x y1, y2r3, y1r3 y4r5, y1r5, 1 7r5, 8r5, 2 y9r53
Ž .3, 5, 5 2 9 x y1, y1r3, 1r3 y4r5, y1r5, 0 6r5, 9r5, 2 4r252
x y1, y1r3, 1r3 y3r5, y2r5, 0 7r5, 8r5, 2 6r253
5, 5, 5 13 x y1, y3r5, 3r5 y3r5, y2r5, 0 7r5, 8r5, 2 6r252
x y1, y1r5, 1r5 y4r5, y1r5, 0 6r5, 9r5, 2 4r253
Both characters are equal to their own dual. For each admissible triple
Ž . ² :g , g , g , the eigenvalue 1 occurs for each g . It follows that x , D s0 1 ‘ j 2
² :x , D s 0 in all cases. This has as consequence that we have to search3
for a solution space V such that V dz consists of differential forms with
0Ž Ž y1 ..certain poles. The choice V dz ; H C, V f 0 leads to a unique V and
a unique Fuchsian differential module with group A . However, the5
corresponding scalar equation may have apparent singularities. We note
also that the second symmetric power of the order-two equations for ASLŽ2.5
produce Fuchsian equations for A of order three. The exponents of a5
5 5Fuchsian equation obtained in this way have the form ya, 0, a y b, 0, b
y c q 1, 1, 1 q c, with 0 - a, b, c - 1. The possibilities for a, b, c are of
course determined by the chosen admissible triple. One observes that this
type of Fuchsian equations has more poles at the points above 0 and 1. In
Table V, we have chosen for each possible Picard]Vessiot field and the
two characters x , x , a corresponding Fuchsian equation from the2 3
abundance of equations having more poles. We note that in some of the
cases of the table, a verification has been made to exclude the possibility
Ž . Ž .that the differential Galois group is PSL 2 ; SL 3 .
8.4. The Group H SLŽ3.216
The group G s H SLŽ3. has 24 conjugacy classes corresponding to ele-216
ments of order 1, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 6, 6, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 12, 12, 18, 18, 18, 18,
18, 18. There are six irreducible faithful unimodular characters of degree
Ž 2p i r9.3, called x . The Galois group of Q e rQ maps isomorphi-8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13
Ž .cally to Out G . This Galois group, which is a cyclic group of order 6, acts
transitively on the six characters mentioned above. The number of isomor-
phism classes of coverings of P* with group isomorphic to G is 20. For
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each one of them, there are six Fuchsian differential modules. Some of
those 120 differential modules will be represented by more than one
Fuchsian scalar equation, some maybe by none. We will present here the
w xdata found for one of the two elements in the branch type 9, 12, 18 . The
characters x appear with multiplicity 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 2 in the8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13
character D of the holomorphic differential forms on the corresponding
curve of genus 244.
For x , we have not found an equation.8
For x , the lower bounds on the exponents at 0, 1, ‘ are y7r9,9
5 5y1r9, 8r9 y 7r12, y1r3, y1r12 10r9, 23r18, 29r18. They add up to 3
and so they are the actual sets of exponents. There is an exponent
2105difference 1 at z s 0. This leads to the value m s .2592
For x , the lower bounds on the exponents at 0, 1, ‘ are y7r9,10
5 5y4r9, 2r9 y 7r12, y1r3, y1r12 23r18, 16r9, 35r18. They add up to 3
and are the actual exponents. The exponent difference 1 at z s 0 leads to
245m s .2592
For x , one finds a P1-family and the lower bounds on the exponents11
5 5at 0, 1, ‘, are y5r9, y2r9, 7r9 y 11r12, y2r3, y5r12 19r18, 11r9,
31r18, and they add up to 2. The actual exponents are obtained by adding
q1 to each of the nine exponents, with the exception of the exponent
y2r9, because there is an integer exponent difference at z s 0. Working
Žfrom right to left with this adding of q1 i.e., first q1 to the last exponent
.of E and so on , one finds the following values for m,‘
1427 1625 1763 835 1517 763 1295
, , , , , , m , m , ,1 21296 1296 1296 1296 2592 1296 1296
9 52032where m , m are the two roots of the irreducible equation m y m1 2 112 16128
1687855 Ž .q . All the equations are equivalent over Q z .5225472
For x , one finds a P 2-family and the lower bounds on the exponents12
5 5at 0, 1, ‘, are y8r9, y5r9, 4r9 y 11r12, y2r3, y5r12 19r18, 25r18,
14r9, and they add up to 1. The actual exponents are obtained by adding
Žtwice q1 to exponents, with the exception of the exponent y5r9 because
.of the integer exponent difference at z s 0 . This leads to 45 equations
Ž .which are equivalent over the field Q z . The values for m are easily
calculated by means of Lemma 6.1. The most interesting among the 45
cases are those where the integer difference of the exponents at z s 0 are
2 and 3.
ŽAll the quadratic equations for m i.e., with exponent difference 2 at
.z s 0 that one finds are irreducible. The exponent difference 3 occurs for
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5 5the exponent sets y8r9, y5r9, 22r9 y 11r12, y2r3, y5r12 19r18,
25r18, 14r9 and the equation for m is the irreducible polynomial
3 3683 6690323 5343433
3 2m y m q m y s 0.
1120 161280 104509440 90699264
For x , one finds a P1-family and the lower bounds on the exponents13
5 5at 0, 1, ‘, are y8r9, y2r9, 1r9 y 11r12, y2r3, y5r12 25r18, 31r18,
17r9, and they add up to 2. The actual exponents are obtained by adding
q1 to any of them with the exception of the exponent y8r9. We do this
adding q1, as before, from right to left and find the values for m,
1343 1301 1325 y227 y175 133 2417
, , , , , , m , m , ,1 21296 1296 1296 1296 1296 1296 1296
9 50712where m are the two roots of the irreducible equation m y m1, 2 16 2304
3211535 Ž .q . All the equations are equivalent over the field Q z .1492992
8.5. The Group H SLŽ3.72
The number of conjugacy classes is 16 and there are two irreducible
faithful unimodular characters of degree 3. There is an isomorphism of the
Ž 2p i r9. Ž .Galois group of Q e rQ to Out G . There are 11 coverings of P* with
Galois group isomorphic to H SLŽ3.. No equations found.72
8.6. The Group F SLŽ3.36
The number of conjugacy classes is 14. They correspond to elements of
order 1, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 6, 6, 12, 12, 12, 12. There are two irreducible
faithful unimodular characters of degree 3, called x and x . The values6 10
l, such that e2p il are eigenvalues of the corresponding matrices for x6
and x , are10
1, 1, 1 0, 1, 1 2, 2, 2 1, 1, 1 0, 1, 2 0, 1, 2 1, 1, 4 2, 5, 5 1, 4, 7 5, 8, 11 1, 4, 7 5, 8, 11
, , , , , , , , , , , ,ž /1 2 3 3 3 3 6 6 12 12 12 12
1, 1, 1 0, 1, 1 1, 1, 1 2, 2, 2 0, 1, 2 0, 1, 2 2, 5, 5 1, 1, 4 5, 8, 11 1, 4, 7 5, 8, 11 1, 4, 7
, , , , , , , , , , , .ž /1 2 3 3 3 3 6 6 12 12 12 12
x is the dual of x . The representation x produces an embedding of10 6 6
Ž Ž 2p i r12 ..the group in SL 3, Q e . The resulting homomorphism of
Ž Ž 2p i r12 . . Ž .Gal Q e rQ to the group Out G turns out to be an isomorphism.
There are 12 coverings of P* with group isomorphic to F SLŽ3.. There are36
many scalar Fuchsian equations attached to this group. We only give some
examples.
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w xThe branch type 6, 12, 12 has two elements. For the first one, the
character x has multiplicity 1 in D. For x , the lower bounds for the10 10
5exponents at 0, 1, ‘ are y2r3, y1r6, 5r6 y 11r12, y2r3,
5y5r12 17r12, 5r3, 23r12. Since they add up to 3, they are the actual
1345exponents. The value m s follows from the exponent difference 1 at864
z s 0.
w xFor the second element of the branch type 6, 12, 12 , the character x10
has multiplicity 3 in D. For this character, we have a P 2-family of
differential equations. The lower bounds on the exponents at 0, 1, ‘ are
5 5y5r6, y1r3, 1r6 y 11r12, y2r3, y5r12 13r12, 4r3, 21r12. These
numbers add up to 1. The result is a collection of 45 differential equations.
The values for m are easily obtained from the integer exponents difference
at z s 0.
8.7. The Valentiner Group ASLŽ3.6
The group G s ASLŽ3. has 17 conjugacy classes conj , . . . , conj corre-6 1 17
sponding to elements of orders 1, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 5, 5, 6, 6, 12, 12, 15, 15, 15,
15. There are four irreducible characters x , x , x , x of degree 3, all of2 3 4 5
them faithful and unimodular. The eigenvalues corresponding to the four
characters are roots of unity which are represented as e2p il with 0 F l - 1.
We give a table for all the values of the l’s for the characters x , x , x ,2 3 4
0, 0, 0 0, 1, 1 1, 1, 1Ž .x . For the first four conjugacy classes, they are of course , , ,5 1 2 3
2, 2, 2 . For the other conjugacy classes, they are3
0, 1, 2 0, 1, 2 0, 1, 3 0, 2, 3 0, 1, 4 1, 1, 4 2, 5, 5 1, 4, 7 5, 8, 11 1, 4, 10 2, 5, 8 7, 10, 13 5, 11, 14
, , , , , , , , , , , , ,
3 3 4 5 5 6 6 12 12 15 15 15 15
0, 1, 2 0, 1, 2 0, 1, 3 0, 1, 4 0, 2, 3 1, 1, 4 2, 5, 5 1, 4, 7 5, 8, 11 7, 10, 13 5, 11, 14 1, 4, 10 2, 5, 8
, , , , , , , , , , , , ,
3 3 4 5 5 6 6 12 12 15 15 15 15
0, 1, 2 0, 1, 2 0, 1, 3 0, 2, 3 0, 1, 4 2, 5, 5 1, 1, 4 5, 8, 11 1, 4, 7 5, 11, 14 7, 10, 13 2, 5, 8 1, 4, 10
, , , , , , , , , , , , ,
3 3 4 5 5 6 6 12 12 15 15 15 15
0, 1, 2 0, 1, 2 0, 1, 3 0, 1, 4 0, 2, 3 2, 5, 5 1, 1, 4 5, 8, 11 1, 4, 7 2, 5, 8 1, 4, 10 5, 11, 14 7, 10, 13
, , , , , , , , , , , , .
3 3 4 5 5 6 6 12 12 15 15 15 15
The character x corresponds to a certain embedding G ;2
Ž Ž 2p i r60..SL 3, Q e . This induces a homomorphism of the Galois group of
Ž 2p i r60. Ž .Q e rQ to Out G , which turns out to be an isomorphism. There are
98 coverings of P* with group isomorphic to ASLŽ3. and so there are 4 = 986
Fuchsian differential modules attached to this group and probably many
more Fuchsian scalar equations. We give just two ‘‘easy’’ examples.
w xThe branch type 2, 5, 15 has only one element. The character
x occurs with multiplicity 1 in D and the corresponding lower3
5bounds for the exponents at 0, 1, ‘ are y1r2, 0, 1r2 y
53r5, y2r5, 0 16r15, 19r15, 5r3. Those numbers add up to 3 and so they
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are the actual exponents. The exponent difference 1 at z s 0 leads to m
541s .1080
w xThe branch type 6, 15, 15 has two elements. For one of them and for
5x , one finds a single equation with data y5r6, y1r3, 1r6 y 2r3,2
5 5y4r15, y1r15 4r3, 26r15, 29r15 m s 133r1350.
For x , one finds a P 2-family with lower bounds for the exponents3
5 5y5r6, y1r3, 1r6 y 13r15, y2r3, y7r15 17r15, 4r3, 23r15 adding up
to 1. This results in 45 equations. The values for m follow easily from the
integer exponents difference at z s 0.
For x , one finds a P1-family with lower bounds for the exponents4
5 5y2r3, y1r6, 5r6 y 14r15, y11r15, y1r3 16r15, 19r15, 5r3, which
add up to 2. This results in nine equations for ASLŽ3..6
APPENDIX
A.1. The Holomorphic Lefschetz Formula
We note that the holomorphic Lefschetz fixed point formula, as given in
w x9 , differs by a sign from the formula proved here. This is due to our
choice of right action instead of left action. The proof presented here is
due to Bas Edixhoven.
Ž .PROPOSITION A.1. Let Xrk be a cur¤e smooth, irreducible, complete of
genus / 0 o¤er an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. Let g / 1 be
an automorphism of X. The set of fixed points of g is denoted by X g. For e¤ery
fixed point x g X g, one can choose a formal local parameter t such thatx
g*t [ t ( g is equal to z t for some root of unity z . Then the tracex x x x x
Ž Ž ..tr g*, V C of the induced action of g on the space of the holomorphicC
Ž Ž y1 ..gdifferential form is equal to 1 q Ý 1r z y 1 .x g X x
Proof. The formula is easily verified for an elliptic curve X. Hence, we
will assume in the sequel that the genus of X is ) 1. The element g has
then finite order n and the existence of the local parameter t with thex
Ž .required property is easily seen. Consider the possibly ramified covering
² :p : X “ Y s Xr g . The exact sequence of sheaves on X,
0 “ p *V “ V “ V “ 0,Y r k X r k X r Y
induces the long exact sequence
0 “ H 0 Y , V m p#O “ H 0 X , V “ VŽ .Ž .Y r k O X X r k X r YY
“ H 1 Y , V m p#O “ H 1 X , V “ 0,Ž .Ž .Y r k O X X r kY
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1Ž . 0Ž .since V is a skyscraper sheaf. Further, H X, V s H X, O * (X r Y X , k X
k with the trivial g-action. We will introduce some notations. H* s H 0 ]
1 Ž . Ž 0. Ž 1. ² :H , tr g*, H* s tr g*, H y tr g*, H , g is the finite cyclic group
² : ² :generated by g, g * is its dual, i.e., the group of the characters on g
with values in k*.
The sheaf p#O decomposes as a direct sum of line bundles L forX x
² : Ž .  Ž y1 .x g g *. The line bundle L is defined by L U s f g O p U Nx x X
Ž y1 . 4g*f s x g f . In particular, L s O . Thent r i¤ Y
H* Y , V m p#O s H* Y , V m L .Ž . Ž .[Y r k O X Y r k O xY Y
² :xg g *
Riemann Roch implies
tr g*, H* Y , V m p#OŽ .Ž Y r k O XY
s x gy1 dim H 0 V m L y dim H 1 V m LŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Y r k x Y r k x
x
s x gy1 deg L q g Y y 1Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý x
x
s x gy1 deg L .Ž .Ý x
² :xg g *
We have to calculate now the degrees of L . For a point x g X, wex
² :write Stab ; g for the stabilizer subgroup at x. The cyclic group Stabx x
has order e and is generated by g d x, where n s e ? d . There exists ax x x
formal local parameter t at x such that h*t is a suitable constantx x
multiple of t . Define the character x : Stab “ k* by the formula h*t sx x x x
Ž y1 . ² :x h t for all h g Stab . For x g g *, we define the integer a G 0x x x x , x
Ž .to be minimal such that x N the restriction of x to Stab is equal toSt ab xx
x ax , x.x
Define the sheaf Q by the exact sequence
0 “ Lmor dŽLx . “ O “ Q “ 0.x Y
The sheaf Q is a skyscraper sheaf and the dimension of its space of global
sections is the sum of the dimension of its stalks at the ramified points of
ŽX. For every ramified point y of Y i.e., there lies a ramified point of X
.above y , one chooses a point x above y and one finds the formula
y1 a ord x aŽ .x , x x , x
deg L s s y .Ý Ýx ord L e eŽ .x x xygY ygY
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Ž ŽThis is sufficient information about the term tr g*, H* Y, V mY r k O Y
.. Ž . Ž Ž . .p#O . The next term tr g*, V is equal to Ý tr g*, V .X X r Y x g X X r Y x
For x f X g, this local term at x is seen to be zero. For x g X g, the local
contribution is y1.
Combining the results obtained so far, one has
ax , xg y1tr g*, V X s 1 y a X y x g ? .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý ÝX r k ž /ex² : ygYxg g *
Interchanging the summation leads to the formula
n1 1
itr g*, V X s 1 y iz s 1 q .Ž .Ž . Ý Ý ÝX r k x y1ž /n z y 1g g xis1xgX xgX
A.2. The G-Module of Holomorphic Differentials
Ž .Consider the following situation: X “ Y is a ramified Galois covering
Ž .of curves nonsingular, irreducible, complete, over Q with group G. The
group G is supposed to act on the right on X. This induces a left action of
Ž .G on the space of holomorphic differentials V X . We are interested inX
the irreducible components of this G-module. Let D denote the character
Ž .of the G-module V X . The following formula yields the informationX
that we are looking for.
THEOREM A.2. Let x be any character of G. Then
² : ² :x N D s x N tri¤ q x e g Y y 1Ž . Ž .Ž .
1
yi² < < :q i x x ,Ý Ý St ab St abxx xe yygY is1, . . . , e y1y
where:
v e is the neutral element of G, tri¤ is the tri¤ial character of G, and
Ž .g Y is the genus of Y.
v The sum Ý is extended o¤er the points of Y which are ramified.y g Y
v Že is the ramification index of the point y i.e., the ramification indexy
.of any point x lying abo¤e y .
v For e¤ery ramified point y g Y, one chooses a point x g X abo¤e y.
v Ž .Stab is the stabilizer in G of the point x. This is a cyclic group ofx
order e .y
v x N is the restriction of the character x to the subgroup Stab .St ab xx
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v Let t be a local parameter at x. Then any element g g Stab actsx
Ž . non t as g*t s t( g s Ý a g t . The character x of Stab is definednG1 n x x
Ž . Ž .  jby x g s a g . Since x is injecti¤e, all characters of Stab are x N 0 Fx 1 x x x
4j - e .y
v ² :N denotes the scalar product of characters on the group Stab .St ab xx
v
2p i r yChoose a fixed e th root of unity z s e . Let h g Stab satisfyy x
Ž . Ž .x h s z . Then the sum corresponding to a fixed y and i with 1 F i F e y 1x y
Ž . Ž j. i jcan be rewritten as 1re Ý x h z .y 0 F jF e y1y
Ž .Proof. after Bas Edixhoven . According to the proposition, we have
Ž . Ž Ž y1 ..gfor g g G, g / 1, that D g s 1 q Ý 1r z y 1 , where g*t sx g X g , x x
z t for any x g X g and t a suitable local formal parameter at x. Defineg , x x x
Ž . Ž .the possibly virtual character D# s D y tri¤ . Then D# g s
U Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž y1 .. ŽgÝ D g , with D# g [ 1r z y 1 . Let x be any possiblyx g X x x g , x
.virtual character of G. Then
1
² :x N D# s x g D# gŽ . Ž .Ý< <G ggG
1
s x e g X y 1 q x g D# gŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý Ý x½ 5< <G gg/e xgX
1
s x e g X y 1 q x g D# g ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý Ý½ 5< <G xgX e/ggStabx
the double sum is constant on the orbit of x and thus we find an equality
1 1
s x e g X y 1 q x g D# g ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý Ý x< <G eyygY e/ggStabx
with some x g X chosen above each ramified y g Y,
e y1yx e g X y 1 1 1Ž . Ž .Ž . is q x g ix g ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý x< <G e ey yygY e/ggStab is1x
e y1 iyŽ Ž Ž . .. Ž .since D# g s 1r x g y 1 s Ý ix g , and the former ex-Ž . Ž .x x is1 x
pression is thus equal to
e y1yx e g X y 1 1 1Ž . Ž .Ž . yis q i x g x g ;Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý x< <G e ey yygY is1 e/ggStabx
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² < < yi: Ž Ž . .the last sum is equal to x x y x e re and the totalSt ab St abx yx x
expression is equal to
x e g X y 1 1 e y 1 e r2Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .y yy x eŽ . Ý< <G e ey yygY
e y1y i
yi² < < :q x xÝ Ý St ab St abxx xe yygY is1
x e g X y 1 x e 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
s y 1 yÝ ž /< <G 2 eyygY
e y1y1
yi² < < :q i x x .Ý Ý St ab St abxx xe yygY is1
Using the Riemann]Hurwitz]Zeuthen formula and replacing D# by
D y tri¤ , one finally finds the required formula
² : ² :x N D s x N tri¤ q x e g Y y 1Ž . Ž .Ž .
1
yi² < < :q i x x .Ý Ý St ab St abxx xe yygY is1, . . . , e y1y
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